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CHAPTER 1
IABLX RAILROAD DEVELOPMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES .AND VXI01IIA
The Norfolk and Wsstern Railway has, played a vital role 
in,', the economic and social history of Virginia,:- its life* 
line.through the state has been of the utmost importance for 
nearly a hundred years* Today it is one of the leading 
railroad companies of the East* This position did not come 
about through mere chance* Many years- of hard struggle went 
into- the.making of this road* Its history parallels the 
growth of early internal improvement in the United States, 
particularly the South, and specifically, Virginia, A study 
of. the beginnings of the Norfolk and Western gives an insight 
into not only the growth of early improvement but the history 
of_the state, as well,
The present system had its beginning with numerous 
branches which had a variety of purposes and compositions*
In nearly all cases the beginnings of these branches were 
tied up directly with the political history of the state*
The approval for the establishment of the roads and much of 
the original investment were granted by the General -Assembly 
of Virginia. Without public support, many of the railroads 
of this early period could not have been financed* This aid
was in line-with the policy of the state in granting £inan~ 
cial support be the various internal improvement companies* 
..Consolidation of the branch lines- into the present system was 
reached only after a bitter struggle. The General Assembly 
kept a controlling, eye over the various railroads throughout 
their- early expansion -and during the Civil War the roads, in
t * *■
most part,; were, controlled by the state for the cause of the 
Confederacy*
Due to its strategic location-, the railroad played an 
important part in the Civil War* The war quickly involved 
..the men and supplies of the road in some of the most, impor­
tant battles* As a result a. great amount of damage was 
inflicted upon the road, and large sums of money were later 
needed to rebuild it* During the period of reconstruction,, 
the railroad was forced to go into bankruptcy several times* 
The state sustained the loss of its early- investments, which 
brought far-reaching effects'*.
The introduction of the railroad brought factors into 
the life of the nation and world which- affected all phases of 
its life* The railroad was an advancement but- when we Con­
template the surroundings of the traveler upon the early 
railways, we find that he was not to- be 'envied* He was -often 
Jammed into a small narrow-seat in a car that was low and in 
which ventilation was impossible* The- -old type stove did 
very little to heat the cars* Candles provided the only
3source of illumination*. The dust was always bad ■ in dry 
'weather,, and at first there were no spark arresters on the. 
engines to k m p  the dirt and fire off the passengers--' fhe 
"noise© of the'locomotives and the cars were so great that 
one could not carry ■ on such of a conversation*, there was 
ho system, of checking luggage, and through tickets were 
unknown*, .It was easy to see why many people were bitterly 
opposed to this form of transportation*^-
The status of'the conductor of the train from the 
beginning was an" important one* . Ha" was called the ^Captain- •■■ 
of the Crew,.11 and took his stand as the. 51 lord of all he 
surveyed,” either on the rear platform or on the platform 
of the first passenger car* He- was' looked upon as a person 
of great responsibility and gave the appearance of dignity 
and honor* He could be seen on his job wearing a plug hat,
a.long frock coat, -'-and a high choker collar* "The average
o
..conductor drew a salary of two and oae*half dollars per day* 
V":/ Hallway construction upon a’ large scale south of the 
.Potomac and Ohio Elvers failed to get underway until the 
.■..decade of the fifties* Progress is said to have lagged 
' because of the fTfour Sis,” slaves, schooners, the shortness 
of her swift rivers, and swamps*! An intense commercial, 
rivalry among the ports of Norfolk, Savannah, and Charleston 
hurt the development of railroads* Population was more 
.■scattered here than' in the North, and there were, but a few
thickly'settled arias*. The universal inclination toward 
agriculture also, diminished, the supply of whit# labor.^
Conditions' in' Virginia at the beginning of the rail* 
■road-.pm-/were in m m f  respects similar to those of her 
neighboring states to the south*, -She had seen her lands 
exhausted: during the. early years of the nineteenth" century 
'and many of her farmers were moving to the West and South*, 
"/west* Elvers, canals, and roads were not- enough to meat the 
.needs- of' the tidewater- and hinterland farms for- a means of 
"exchange -of staples' and livestock for- manufactured goods of 
'Strops and the North*. The coastal cities all looked to the 
northern cities of New fork, Boston, and Baltimore and -envied 
their expanding trade* they felt that only by railroads could 
they revive Virginia's trade*!
From the Revolution to- the Civil War,, one of the most 
important economic, and social activities of .the state was the 
promotion of a system of public works*. Most of these early 
internal improvements had been started by the various county 
governments, but as they became more numerous, more pressure 
was put on the state legislature to subscribe to the various 
companies*. Behind this" whole policy for internal improve* 
meats lay one great purpose?. To, knit the Commonwealth 
closer together. and develop, it as*-an economic- unit*
Virginia first subscribed to internal improvement in 
X?$5 when she became# through purchase, a minority stock**
5holder in the corporation created that year to further the 
improvement of the James and Potomac Elvers# In 1816 this 
policy gained a new impetus* and all the state*s holdings 
ware placed under one hoard for the purpose of supervision, 
and improvement# This body was -given the name of the Board 
.'of Public Works and was endowed with all the stock then held 
by the state in the various- internal improvement companies.
4s the demand for funds became greater than could he met by 
its sources* the General Assembly directed the Board to- sell 
state bonds in order to raise money for the new enterprises#^ 
ACivil .Engineer and his corps were attached to the 
Board: of Public Work, to make careful surveys of all proposed 
. internal improvements* the policy of the state at first was 
' to .subscribe for- two**fifths of the capital stock of these 
roads, of internal improvement, but, as time elapsed, and 
'"the need for more help was evident, the amount was raised to 
three-fifthe**
Virginia issued her first charter to a railroad on 
March B, 18,27* This charter gave the right to build a 
thirty-two mile road from Winchester to Harper*s Ferry*- It 
was named- the Winchester and Potomac Eallroad and later 
became one of the branches of the important Baltimore and 
.Ohio Eailroad.^ By IBJB the state had issued bonds to aid 
in the building of seven railroad lines in the state. Among 
these were the Potomac and Staunton Hailread, the Petersburg
and EdanokeRailroad, the Portsmouth and Roanoke Railroad,
the 'Petersburg Railroad* the Riehmond and Petersburg Railroad,
•and the City Point Railroad*
The following acts of the General Assembly in the early
years of railroad construction may be taken as typical of the
legislation" that regulated the early railroads#, On March 23r
1&3 6, an act was passed--"prescribing the punishment of
offenses committed on ..railroads In Virginia*" Under this
act any person who injured m y  part of the railroad property
willfully was,forced to pay to the company three times the
actual damage done*, If any .person should remove or disturb
any part of the railroad line that would endanger the safety
of the people, he was.to be charged with high crimes and
misdemeanors# The sentence fixed for a white person on such
a charge was from two- to five-years imprisonment, and if a
slave he would suffer "death without benefit of clergy.*
The railroad-companies were given the power to use any other
"remedies* to- keep the roads safe and protected#® An act
"prohibiting the transportation of slaves on railroads with***
out proper authority" was passed on March 25» 1$37* The
company was to pay the sum of one hundred .dollars for each
.offense,; and the money collected was to be used by the
IDLiterary Fund.of the state*
By the year 1&37 the impetus to railroad building was 
so strong in Virginia that the General Assembly passed an act
■*£0r regulations for-the incorporation of railroad companies* 
This act included a list of general provisions - which the 
legislature deemed necessary in granting a charter of incor*- 
poration of a company to cons tract a railroad*- Under this 
act a board of commissioners was appointed to make the 
necessary-steps In preparing for incorporation*' They'were 
to ■ m open the hooks1* for receiving'subscript ions to the 
capital stock of the -company» which was. to be fixed by the 
Individual act'-for a. specific time and place*' The books 
■were to remain open for at least ten days* -The value of 
each share of stock in the company was to be one tandrei
i
dollars; two-dollars-for each share had to-be paid in 
installment s * ^
When- a specific part of the capital had been raised* 
•.the incorporation went into- effect*, A general meeting of 
ajl subscribers was then to foe called to select a president 
and five directors who were be foe elected for-a. tern of one 
.year*. The commissioners., who had earlier been appointed to:
, collect the -subscription* were then to- turn over the books ' 
and money to the company* The company was invested with 
the rights to construct and maintain the road,, along with 
the power to make contracts* ' lb had. the -power to enter 
upon and purchase' land, to construct the roads,' to issue 
stock., to' make branch and lateral railroads not exceeding 
ten miles, and the exclusive right of transportation on
ithe road*. The various companies were required to make -an 
annual report- of the physical and financial, condition to the 
Board of Public Works*- This board was to compile all the 
facts for- the benefit of the General Assembly*^
There was to be an annual meeting of the stockholders 
of each of the companies* and the proceedings of these meet­
ings were to be turned over' by the board of directors to the 
■-Board of Public Works* The company m s  to declare a"\semi­
annual dividend which was- limited by the charter*- The notice 
of such. ,a, dividend was to be- put .in all local newspapers*. 
.Until all the capital was raised,, the companies were,, forbid- 
;:den-.:to borrow money without special authority of the General 
Assembly* The legislature reserved the direct right to alter 
and modify the charter of any of the companies,* The legist 
lature also reserved, the power be connect any of the-.. 
railroads with any:'other road that' they might-.thing pro­
fitable to the abate* The government agreed to subscribe 
for.' two-fifths of the capital stock* 'The- General Assembly 
was-, also to provide for the transportation of the United 
States mail by the railroads at a fair and adequate compen­
sation* Thus the whole scheme-of operations was established, 
aud it was. to remain the general policy of the state,- until 
after the Civil W a r * ^
Under the general incorporation act of 1&37, three 
larger railroad companies were chartered which were later to
9make up the maim route of the great Norfolk and Western 
system* these three roads were the Southsidsthe Virginia 
and Tennessee, and the Norfolk and Petersburg Railroads.' 
'The big development of railroads in the state-was now under 
way. The mileage of -railroads- grew from 147 miles■ in 1B40 
to 3$4 in 1$50, and to 1,350 in ISSO.^ By the beginning 
of the Civil War all three of these roads were in operation 
'under separate control' and management* A closer look at- 
each road will help to better- understand the later consoli** 
dation and problems of the roads..
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.chapter ii
M B  SOOTHSXDB RAILROAD -«* THE
BEGINNING OF THE SYSTEM
The first of the three original major branches that
went to make up the Norfolk and Western -system was the,
Boutbside-Railroad Company which connected the town of
hjn'Ghburg with Petersburg*- On. March 6, 1346* -the General
Assembly passed an act setting up a board of commissioners
to open books-of subscription in Petersburg for-the purpose
of building a railroad from that town to some point in
Nottoway-County* east of Black and Whitens Tavern* The
regulations of this road were draw in accordance with, the
act of 1037*1 On March 13, 1049 # an amendment to the rail-*
* * > 
road1 a charter was .passed by the legislature -and the capital-
stock of the company was fixed at #-600,000, one sixth of
which the. town of Petersburg was allowed to subscribe* The,
act transferred the state*s stock in a former railroad
company, the Petersburg and Roanoke Railroad, to the South*
side . Company * Construction had to be started within one
year and- the company was given three years to complete the
road to a place.of connection with the Richmond and Danville
Railroad at or near the town of Burkeville* The first
surveys were made by the company in October* 1043; the work
12
was actually started the following December and completed in/
October, MS4*^
The bylaws of the company, adopted at the first meeting
of- the stockholders| on November 13, 1$50, provided for an
annual meeting of the' same to be held on the second Wednesday
of November* The president and directors of the company
were to meet at least once a month* The president was to
hold a »vigilant superintendence* over all the company* s
progress, and was to give an annual report of the- company* s
business to the stockholders* The salary of'the- president
was fixed at two thousand, dollars per annum* The director©
received no compensation for their services except an allow*
. ance of ten cents per mile going, to and from the meeting*
They were- to see that a -complete roll was kept, with the
number of shares and votes, each was 'entitled to* ifo money
-was to be paid -out in the company*© name under any contract
...exceeding five hundred, dollars without the directors orders*
■These men were bo appoint clerks bo audit, adjust, and
certify, all accounts* The stock of the company m s  bo be
transferred only on ’the books of the company by the stock*- 
*
'holder himself or by his attorney* A Clerk and a chairman 
were bo be appointed bo conduct the annual meetings,.and 
the «ayas and nays* upon any question were bo. he ft spread 
upon the journals**^ On March 12 of the same_ year, the 
capital stock of the’ company was raised #d00f000 by the
■legislature*' and the right was given to extend the road to 
tynehburg* a distance of 124 miles
The annual report to the Board of Public Works for the 
year 1851 was concerned .Mostly with, the progress of the 
construction of the road* In the president*s report the 
total capital stock was $1*400*000* which was not adequate 
to construct the road to lyhchburg, is* that year the 
company purchased two locomotives and two -passenger- cars, 
■which *for elegance, and comfort, and durability, will 
compare with any now in use in Virginia.1-* In order .to 
complete the road, the president urged the Board to recom­
mend to the next General. Assembly that the capital of the 
company should be raised to two million dollars*** The 
construction of the road was well on the way to completion; 
sixty-seven miles had been finished at the average cost of 
twenty thousand dollars per mile. William Paxmill was the 
President of the company and 0.* 0* -Sanford, Ohief Engineer 
It was not until 1053 that the legislature finally 
decided to come to the financial aid of the SouthsM© { 
Railroad Company. On February 5, the General Assembly 
passed an act authorising a loan to enable the company to 
complete construction, of the road to- I*ynchburg>. The Board'" 
of- Public Works was to supervise the execution of this loan 
of #000,000* The amount was to be advanced to the road in 
monthly installments starting on January IB, 1853* No money
;inur be be issued -by -the Board: until -the company -had executed 
and delivered proper security for the payment of the princi­
pal a ad interest of the loan,.?
The fourth annual report of the company of 1853* showed 
elation- over the passage-of the new bill which aided the 
company, The report showed that the money would be suffi­
cient to complete' the road without-any- further delay* A 
contract had been made to -purchase more rails at the price 
of,sixty-seven dollars a ton. The directors of,the road had 
decided to-make the eastern terminus of the company at City 
Point.. This town,/located some nine miles'east #f Petersburg , 
would -serve as a tidewater -connection of the railroad with 
the .Atlantic Ocean, 'propositions had been made*to buy the 
City Point -Railroad in hope that it would, increase the 
prospects of trade for the entire road#®
According to the list of subscribers published by the 
company that year* there was a*total of 13*7X5 shares of 
.stock in:the company* and 4,636 votes in the meeting of the 
stockholders, A subscriber, was allowed one vote for each 
share up to ten**and one vote for each four shares after 
that$. the state1© vote was not to exceed two-thirds of the 
total number of votes of the company* and' the state was- not 
allowed to vote for the directors of the company
At a-meeting of the Board of Public Works held on 
September 10* 1853* a list of instructions was drawn up for
'the various state proxies .and. directors of .the. railroad 
companies** These men were to entourage the.respective 
companies,-to. keep- good, accounts, and they-, were instructed to
make special.-report© oa the various aspects of .the roads*
They were to oast votes-against, any employment of engineers 
or-other high officers of the company who had engagements 
outside the. state*. They were *t© see that a meeting of the 
Board of .Directors of each company was held at least once a 
month thereafter.
The- purchase of the City Point Eailroad in 1854 by
.. . > 
the -.-Southsid# Eailroad brought into, the system, one of the.
oldest railroad© in Tirginia* This road is. considered the.
;great*~great*»greab grandfather of the Norfolk and Western
system and marked, its real beginning*^: Before going further.
into. the. discussion of the Southside Eailroad it would be,
best to take a closer look- at the. .fascinating background of
.the'.City Point Eailroad*
The, location of City.Point was. strategic because it 
was:5near--'the.head of practical navigation by ocean-going 
■vessels which came"up the James Elver*. The area was settled 
in 1613, and. its name was changed in recent years to Hopewell* 
By the early 1830is# there was a substantial volume of freight 
traffic through this port* This freight would,come through 
.Petersburg and at City Point %srouid be loaded on vessels, to 
New lork and. Baltimore.* The big problem was the transfer of
-freight from Petersburg to City Point, & distance of nine 
miles-# Due to bad roads this task often took weeks of hard 
labor* In'the autumn of 1833 a petition asking the Bemer&l 
.Assembly to incorporate a company for the purpose of. building- 
a VRail«*roadw between Petersburg and City Point was circulated
and signed by•forty eitisena of this area* It was not until
*January 26, 1836,- that the Assembly passed an-act to iocor** 
ipprate- the City Point Railroad Company* ^  ,
t-?.': this act of incorporation declared that it was lawful
W ’ • .■- i
for, the-books to be.,opened in Petersburg to receive sub* 
^friptions to an amount of 1150,000-, to establish a joint 
stock company for■building the- road* After 650 shares had 
been sold, the company was to be incorporated with ail due 
powers*; . .The construction of the road was to- be started with* 
in two years and w i  to be finished within ten *13 On larch 
7, 183?, -an act ■which authorised the Board of Public;.-Works 
to subscribe for siw hundred shares in the company was' passedi 
-.fhis subscription fii.to be paid out of the. surplus .revenue, 
pf tthe funds for internal Improvement*^ In the same session 
;bi:'tbs General Assembly, on March 20, 1$37* an act was passed 
which made it lawful to build the road' to some point within, 
'the city’‘©f Petersburg and to erect -a warehouse bber% provided 
the- common council of that town approved the move. Under the 
'original act the railroad was to start at some point..on the 
.eastern corporate line -of the city*^5
An -early report of the company,related that the work 
of -excavation and embankment was started in April,- .1837, and 
on. December 6, four-fifths of,the construction was completed* 
The first Annual Report of the company to the Board of Public 
Works, for the year 1837, was. made by John Couty, engineer, 
and transmitted by the president of the road, J* B*.'Townes, 
to James -Brown, Second Auditor of the Commonwealth who 
headed the B o a r d * T h e  report of the ...year 183 8 stated 
that the -line was completed to a point near the depot in 
Petersburg and that, the road had -been in practical opera-^ 
tion for a little more than, ten months*- The equipment 
pf- the‘'road comprised two" six-wheeled' locOTOtives,costing 
together #13,2751' twenty-eight four-wheeled freight cars % 
and three' passenger, ears*A? The General Assembly passed 
Mi February 13, 1838, an act which enabled , the‘-company to 
borrow from, time to- time to meet the expenditures that 
might arise In building warehouses* extra track, and other 
neqesmry construction*^
.Financial difficulties soon began to loom up in 
connection with this little road, as,was'noted in the 
following quotation from the report of 1839,' signed by 
the . new president * M* ' 1* Morris*
The cost of this work and improvement has 
been necessarily great from causes'difficult to 
state accurately* but the Board of Directors-are 
-not intimidated by this unlocked for coat as to
its final'sueeee#*,**bhsy confidently hope. and 
believe that the economy and well-granted 
diligence to the affairs' of the company will 
recover from this emb&rraa smart *
On April 6, 1839, the Board of Public Works was
authorised to loan the company the sum.'of fifty thousand
dollars*^® The mortgage w m  turned over to the Board by
the directors of the road on June 22, 1839, and. the payments
' pi
were to he made on. the loan to. ten semi-annual installments* 
The report for -the year 1840- seemed, to indicate a more 
hopeful; feeling on the part of the- president of the company, 
for he said t w'the-.,business of the road gives evident# of an 
increasing transportation-upon it., and elicited an experience 
in favor of its finally overcoming its difficulties and 
embarrassment*Tec the- road to position was not completely 
secure*:. Times were; hard due to the depression of 1837*
This railroad also■had an early rival to the Petersburg Tow*' 
tog Company which operated on the Appomattox liver* The- 
toport of: 1840 relates that, *1x1 February, 1839, Che ■ Direct** 
ors, with the advice of some, -of the largest stockholders, in 
pTder to.put aside the rival interest in the river, or
v ’ . p " *
totemal destruction to both parties, united to the purchasing 
the. entire property owned by the Petersburg. Towing Company *
In his report to the Board of Public Works for the 
year 1842, the road to- new president, John A* Peterson, said, 
*The superstructure is of the ordinary plate rail kind,
■Consisting of cross sills, .five feet -apart,, about twelve 
inches square and seven feet long, with notches, in which are 
fixed wedges, wooden^sleeper©* five by him  inches-, capped withj 
flat iron an inch 'thick'and. two- inches wtde*n^  Money was 
greatly needed to complete the purchase -of the new locomotive 
for the road. This machine had been in use by the company- for 
some, time, but unless the payment was mat by the following 
March, it was to be turned back to the' maker*^
By 1845 the prospects of the "company were not much 
better*. The /Board of Public Works,, -after investigating all 
the -conditions of the road, recommended to the legislature. , 
that the state should sell its interest in it* This .was met 
with bitter opposition.*- In a letter to the Board, President'
:John -Peterson 'expressed the- feeling that the road was being 
betrayed by such a move* He disclosed that it was not until 
recently -that the. citisens of" Petersburg had really become 
interested in the railroad and that its prospects were now 
greater than they ted ever been before* 8# felt that the 
.receipts- of the company for the next year would greatly 
increase, .‘.due to the fact that it had hired a new engineer
‘and had made contract with the James ’Elver Boat and Bay line
‘ ' ' ‘ , J
Co. hasten freight on its voyage north* He therefore hoped"
■ \ ' •
that if the stockholders -would be patient a little longer 
the-, road-'would show its true worth*^
20
Petersen to* hopes -.filled to -materialise* The .following 
year the City Point Railroad became so indebted that without 
relief it was- doomed to fail* 'The General Assembly met the 
problem on March 19, 1847$ with an act 'which reduced the par 
value of the stock from one hundred dollars to twenty-five 
dollars* Xt.. authorised the. increase of the capital stock to
an -amount' equal to the principal and interest of its indebt-
/
:ednessf: ..at the rate of on® hundred dollars of debt for-.on® t 
share- of .stock* The state was forbidden to give any more 
money to the company, and.the present stock and debt of the 
state was to fee turned over to the corporation of Petersburg, 
The city would in turn sell the road at public auction or 
buy it and "pay off,the. existing debt* The city was also 
given permission to borrow on the future taxes of the city 
to order to purchase the new company, newly named the 
Appomattox. Railroad* ^
Chi July 17, 1847, the-corporation of Petersburg 
became the.purchaser of .the railroad for the sum of -ten 
thousand dollars which was 'paid in three annual .payments* ^  
The- stockholders surrendered all rights and titles in - the s
t
old company and to no way interfered with its sale. The new 
president was W* E* Hinton* The road, continued to operate 
on a very small scale until -March 1, 1$54, when it.was sold 
to the larger Souths!de Railroad Company.^
Two legislative-acts passed on February 20, 1854# paved' 
way for the purchase of the -Appomattox Railroad* The South* 
side Railroad was authorised to purchase the road from 
Petersburg with all.its stock, property, and franchises*
This purchase could nob be put into effect until the South** 
side stockholders could meet and agree to the action* .Another 
act.provided that the company could' issue bonds for the amount 
equal to the purchase priced0 This merger completed one- of 
the first major links of the Norfolk and Western system*
On November, 6^ 1854, the Richmond .Sally Dispatch gave 
notice that the•ears of the Southsid© Railroad made the first■ 
trip to Lynchburg on November 2* The train reached there 
about two-thirty in the afternoon, having brought passengers 
from Petersburg and Richmond in about eight hours* A large ! 
celebration was planned for this occasion* ^  The completed 
road ran a distance of 123 miles through Mawiddie* Nottoway, 
Prince Edward, Appomattox, and Campbell counties to Lynchburg# 
The railroad, in order to select the beat grade possible, ran 
as much along the ridges as practical, excluding from the 
view of the traveler much of the scenic- beauty of the area. s 
The towns of Blackstone, Grew©, Burkevilla, Farmville,
Prospect, and. Pamplin, soon sprang up along the- route*3^
The report for the year 1855 was filled with good news 
as the line had been completed in October to make the 
connection with the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad at
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Lynchburg. A brick depot and, additional wharf facilities had 
been-1 to '^e terminal at City feint* The. gross receipts,
now consisted of 16 passenger cars, 110 box cars,, 37 flatcar© 
and 14 engines, all in good condition* fhe president of the 
road recommended the construction of engine house© at Peters** 
burg and Lynchburg-for the shelter and repair of the rolling
•stock#
i
fhe outstanding engineering feat of the road was'.the 
bridging of the Appomattox River, almost midway between. 
Petersburg and lynehburg*- fhe *fhigh bridge,11 as it was called.
3400 feet long and from sixty to one hundred feet high*
It cut a-wide, deep channel through the plateau across'which 
was laid the railroad route# fhe river was spanned by. a 
brick pier,, timber truss bridge* According to C* 0* Sanford, 
the engineer in charge of the work, «Ther© have been higher 
bridges not so long,, and longer bridges not so high, but 
taking the height and length together, this is, perhaps, the 
largest bridge in the world*,11 fhe estimated cost of the 
bridge was set at #160,000*34 ft was crossed for the first * 
time on December 31# i$53* numerous people occupied the 
«tender*1 for the occasion, and their waving handkerchiefs 
were answered by cheers from the passengers in'other parts 
of the train* There was a good deal of excitement over the 
completion of this part of the road,-, and it was reported 
that a bet of five thousand dollars was pending that a
locomotive would not pass over the bridge in the year 1053*
fhe .feat was accomplished only on the very last day of that
year*^5
It was quite interesting to note that on October 6, 
1&57* a time table was established .for the road* The mail 
trains were to leave Petersburg daily at 6 A* M* and arrive 
at Lynchburg at 1 P* M*; also a train was to leave Lynchburg 
at 11?20 A* M* and -arrive in Petersburg at 6t20 f* M# The 
accommodation train was to leave Petersburg at 5:15 P* M#
■and arrive'in Lynchburg at 3*30 A* M*; or leave Lynchburg 
at 10 F# M*'and arrive In Petersburg, at 5*45 A. 11*36
One of the various reports of the companies to the 
Board of Public Works in 1057.,: announced that since March 10, 
1056, a bill passed by the General Assembly outlined the 
annual reports to be made In the future* This report was to 
be made on the last day of -September* It was to be verified 
by all company officers and was to be- in the possession of 
the Board by November 15* Capital stock, funded debt, 
floating debt, and interest -and losses from the sale or dis~ 
position of bonds was, to be reported, along with a complete 
list of the' costs for equipment, buildings, gradation, 
masonry, bridges, and engines* The "doings* of the year in 
the transportation of passengers and freight were to be 
included* All -expenses of the year-were to be included along 
with a complete list of the gross earnings, cash receipts,
and■other payments,- all to.' be calculated in order to reach the 
net profit* There also was to be a list of all engines of the 
company;- their names, makers, dimensions, and weights* The 
nature' and extent of all accidents were to be fully reported*. 
The Board was to prescribe the foms on which the individual 
companies ware to- make- their reports, aid it in turn, was to 
"tabulate all the figures and present the results by the 
fifteenth, of December to the General Assembly* A fine of 
five hundred dollars was to be charged each company that 
failed to,.send in the report on time* Because of this very 
thorough - form, we are able to- obtain a wealth of information 
/Concerning ‘the. roads* Otherwise this might be very difficult
to assemble*37
In 1050 the road showed much progress,in trade and 
'.faellitles* The receipts for the year- were 1375*396*79, with 
,the; expenses being close to 50 per cent of the .gross* A 
large -amount of construction, had been done during the yean 
The engine houses at Lynchburg and Petersburg were completed; 
the "high bridge"- was- arched from "pier to pier" -and was now 
perfectly safe; m d  all the- other bridges had been repaired*
It is interesting to note that a watchman and a supply of 
water were kept- upon the "high-bridge" at mil times, and that 
a covering of sheet iron was being put on the top of the 
bridge to - make it safer from. fire*.
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The year 1&57 with a terrible financial depression 
that hart commerce throughout the country left its effects 
- upon, the Southaidei yet the business of the .read continued to 
/increase* fhe main offices of the company,were now permanently 
/established at Petersburg*3^
Bo great had -been % fee increase- in business, in 1C59 r 
/that the' company decided to reduce the tolls .by 20 to 30 per 
"cent* the need of- some repairs to the old wharf -at City 
■'Point was expressed in this report, fhe year had been marked 
with* several bad accidents which caused some mail to be lost* 
-end-led to some criticism'by the p u b l i c * 39
fhe report for the year 1B61 was the last one made 
while, peace, prevailed* It was concerned with.the beginnings 
of‘the war and foreshadowed -its possible effects on. the 
company1© business*" It expressed 'a desire to help the state 
■of Virginia, in this emergency* Little did they foresee that 
the' final major battle of the war would be fought within a 
short distance of the- railroad*. Business .through City Point 
was, hurt by the war, since it was -cut off from', most of the 
northern trade* Forty per cent of the monthly receipts 
were from the transportation of troops and army supplies,, 
which were- carried at half, rate*^®
Thus we have seen the founding of the first section 
of the- route that ran through south-side Virginia at, the 
beginning of the Civil War* fhe central link, of the mighty 
Norfolk and Western was now established*
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CHAPTER*. Ill
'Tip VIRGINIA 'AMD fJSMMBGBEi RAILROAD
The second 'branch of the Norfolk and Western, system
was to- connect, the town of Bristol with Lynchburg, the
western/terminal of the Southside Railroad,
On -September 9, 163-0, an important meeting warn held
in the .small town of Lynchburg to discuss internal improve*
ments in this .area of the state*.. The. first; subject. brought
up was that of steamship navigation on the James River from
Lynchburg' to Richmond-* A' committee' appointed at this meeting'}
t <* 
to look into the matter reported, that steamship navigation
was possible, -at relatively small cost, and suggested that
the state-'-legislature'be petitioned to. help- with the lacor**-
.poratioh of such a company* Then these people became
'..interested' In the advantages of a railroad, A railroad
''etoibitibn in the town to- 163® gave impetus to this Idea*.
The townwas anxious to open some form -of trade- with south*
west Virginia, since, up. to this., time it had not been done*
to November, 163®, 'another public meeting proposed the
• i
..building of a railroad from Lynchburg to. New.-River,, connect* I
’"tog with'.the- Roanoke River, and connecting the- Roanoke with
the James- liver by Canal
The proposed improvement, the Lynchburg and New River
Railroad, was incorporated by the General Assembly on April 5,
1631* Under this act., the books of subscription were opened 
in. the towns of Lynchburg, Biclimond, Petersburg, Christ Ians* 
burg, Salem | Giles'Court House, Wythe Court louse," Abingdon, 
Lebanon, and Tazewell Court House‘ to receive money to the 
-amount- of #600,000* After one thousand shares had been 
bought/"the'-road was incorporated* Work on the road ^was- to 
be started in three years and finished in ten* The company 
was given the authority to purchase ten acres, of land, at 
each extremity of,the road, on which to build depots, shops, 
.and other, buildings necessary for the management of the road* 
A penalty, was to be placed on the company in case of f allure 
to transport produce that might{be brought to its route and
v
: for-the exacting -of illegal tolls* ^ The General'Assembly 
passed an'act on April 16, 1631, which provided that t h© 
state direct a survey to be mad© of the proposed road, and 
of a turnpike to the Tennessee line* Also.in this act the 
governor was requested to open correspondence with the 
chief executive of Tennessee on the subject of connecting 
the trade of New Elver with that of the Holston Elver by 
a railroad, turnpike, or other means of travel*^
Lynchburg was excited over the possibilities of this 
road* Before the books of subscription were opened, a 
meeting.was held- in the .city, and it was resolved that 
every person present pledge himself to subscribe to the
stock, and that on© thousand shares should be bought ty 
the -city council on behalf of the city* On the .day of the 
opening of .the books, a large crowd marched to the.Franklin 
■Hotel .and- bought nine .hundred shares* Before the first Jay 
was ended, more than sixteen .hundred shares'were sold* With 
the town buying stock, it was felt that the state would then 
'■complete the subscription* On January 9, 1632* the company 
was established, and Henry Davis tiraa elected president*. A 
plea was- then sent to the General Assembly to finish ,the 
■ subscription of capital* Then- came'the fifat big defeat of 
the'.struggle of Lynchburg for a. railroad.:, fhe legislature 
'...turned..down the proposition on March 16, IG32, and incor* 
porated the rival James Elver and :Kanawha Canal C o m p a n y * 4  
fhe people- ef\ Lynchburg were- not. satisfied with' the 
'canal .proposal, however, for they really wanted a railroad*
On 'October 15, 1635, another meeting was held, in that'city 
and.,' a committee was. appointed to petition the legislature 
toincorporat© the/'Lynchburg and ferine ©see Hail road. Company, 
which would ..extend to the Tennessee line, where it would 
.connect with the Nashville and; Hew Orleans Railroad*, fhe 
.'.slogan of the entire railroad campaign was again raised:.
5 .
•""We- must have a railroad and it must start from Lynchburg*” 
fhe General Assembly answered this request on March 11, 1636, 
with, an act ”to incorporate the Lynchburg and Tennessee 
Railroad to construct a road from Lynchburg to Richmond.”
■■The capital ebook of-this company was to, be #2,50® ,003, with 
which the route between .Lynchburg and Richmond was to be 
built*. Out from this road*, branches -were to be built to 
Jhibharau*, to Fincastle, and, to. a connection with the Richmond 
and Danville Railroad*^
When the news of this act reached Lynchburg, there was 
great:, rejoicing* This they felt was a forward step in the 
struggle for a railroad/ On. the following night, the event 
'Was •celebrated by a great 'illumination* Nearly every house 
had its'windows lighted, with: candles* The general interest 
taken in the measure seemed to indicate that Lynchburg was ■ 
determined to have a railroad and would-not allow it to be 
set: aside- for, anything else* 7 Jn 1637, the state- subscribed 
■two hundred thousand .dollars to the stock of the company*
The proposed line to Richmond was dropped in an effort to 
get the -money to build the road toward the West# « 16 1839, 
•another attempt was made to, incorporate,, but again it failed** 
An act of April 9, 1639,.. granted, the proposed road the 
further time of two' years to receive subscriptions; necessary 
to entitle the state to subscribe to. the company and to, begin 
the road*® For six years, the question, of a. railroad continued 
to smoulder, only to burst forth again in 1645# These were 
.long stories in the newspapers, both for and' against the 
■project* A public' convention was held, and a >111' formed'
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and presented to the General ‘Assembly.* Once more the railroad 
went down in .defeat% but its supporters did not give up#
Then came the. final incident which resulted in .the 
.last drive for victory* In January, 1&47» the legislature 
passed a.hill to extend the James Elver. Canal to. Buchanan,
• and this alarmed the people of Lynchburg# The freeholders1 i
voted to build a. railroad-th@msalves| the subscription boohs 
■were opened -and a large, amount .of stock was raised, but not 
enough to-build, the line* The little town of.-Lynchburg? with 
a population of only seven thousand, was asked to take half a 
. .million: dollars worth of stock, which was too- big-an under** 
taking#
Finally, the-’victory came, and on March 24, 164dy an 
, act was .passed incorporating the Lynchburg and Tennessee 
"Eailroad Company* The preamble of this act stated that the 
...General''Assembly regarded the railroad connection with the. 
southwestern territory of .great importance and believed- that- 
-with tha cooperation of the state of Tennessee, an extension 
’could, be made on to Memphis*' This road would establish a 
connection between the Atlantic Ocean and the- Mississippi 
R i v e r . U n d e r  the act,., a commission was' established to open 
the sale of. subscriptions for stock in Lynchburg, Liberty., 
Salem,. Christiansburg, lewbern, Wytheville, Marion, and 
Abingdon* ■ They were- to sell 25*000 shares of stock at the 
price of flOO eachf the sale of 1200 being necessary for 
the actual incorporation#. The company was given three years
to start construction and at least ten miles had to be completed 
each year thereafter*^
On- March 6, 1049, the name of the railroad, was changed 
to the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad Company* This change 
did not alter in any way the proceedings or subscriptions of 
the old act* The subscription of the state was‘to be paid 
mrl passu with the payments of the individual subscribers*
The road .was to make connections- with any other road, and no 
discriminating rates were to- be made against them* It was 
also, obligated to transport, without'delay, the cars from 
■any .of the connecting roads*- and was to‘work in agreement 
with the James -Elver and Kanawha Canal Company#^
On Wednesday* January 16, 1050, Lynchburg*& dream of 
twenty years finally had arrived* as the ground was broken 
for the cityfs first railroad connection with the West* At
11100 A* M. of that chilly morning* a large crowd gathered
\
in front of the Masonic Hall. There was then a great pro* 
cession of dignitaries, orators* clergymen, railroad officials, 
militia companies, town officials, and other citizens#
j
Governor John B* Floyd was present for the occasion, and his 
address was greeted with loud cheers* His speech was followed’ 
by one from the president of the company,-0# G* Clay, who. 
also had represented Campbell County in'the House of Delegates 
for-, four, terms, and who had been a staunch supporter of the 
railroad* His speech was followed by that of the chief
engineer of the' road, F* M*. Garnett* ■ Than Clay handed:" a 
spade to the governor who threw up the first spadeful of dirt 
in the 'Construction of the railroad* The day* s festivities 
were climaxed by several huge' banquets* ^
At the'meeting of the.stockholders of this newly 
formed railroad, a set of by*laws were established* fhe 
annual meetings, thereafter, were to be held on the last 
Wednesday in- October* The president and directors of the 
company could call an extra session upon the request of ten 
or more of the stockholders or from four or more directors*
At the start of each .meeting, a committee was to be appointed 
to examine the proxies and shares of each of the members 
present* Ail the books, records, and archives of the cor* 
poration were to be kept In the main offices of the company 
at Lynchburg and were to be open to inspection at all 'times* 
The salary-of the president m s  not to exceed two-thousand 
dollars a year# The pay of the directors was not to exceed 
three: dollarsJperxday, -while in session, plus traveling 
expenses* The president and directors were to provide and 
use a common -seal, as required by the general railroad laws* 
Heither the president, the director,*nor the engineer'in 
the employ of the company was to have any interest in any 
contract which the road was to make* At every stockholders* 
meeting,, two public accountants were appointed to- examine 
quarterly the books of the c o m p a n y *^5
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The first' report made to the1 Board of Public Works 
for the year 1350* It stated that the work was started - on 
the preliminary surveys of the road* The importance of a 
strong engineering department was stressed* Most of the 
heavy work of construction had been let by contract to Salem 
and the work was progressing rapidly* The report suggested 
that a rolling mill be constructed in lynchburg for the 
manufacture of rails# fhe officers, however, decided that 
it would be inexpedient to act on this, and the president 
reported that a- contract had been, made with two iron works 
in Wales for six thousand tons of rails which weighed' sixty 
pounds to the yard# They expressed the hope that the lames 
River and Kanawha Canal would soon be induced to lower the 
rates on the ■ transportation of iron for the benefit of'the 
company*- At this time, a total of #1,666,200 had been 
subscribed into the company*s treasury.
In the report of 1851,- the possibilities of the .road 
were summed up in this statement:
It- threads the most productive portions of 
the lames River Valley, penetrating the whole 
extent of the prolific bed of mineral and 
agricultural wealth which lies, between the 
AXleghanies and Blue Ridge Mountains, south ■ 
of the lames Elver, connecting in Tennessee 
with the Georgia and■South Carolina railway 
system, which the Mobile and Ohio and with 
the Mississippi 'Elver at Memphis.!?
The capital stock of the company, authorised by the state
charter, was now three million dollars# At that time the
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president of the company received a salary of fifteen hundred 
dollars* The rails, which had arrived, from Europe? were laid 
on substantial oak, chestnut-, and locust cross ties, nine 
feet long and laid every two and one-half feet. According to 
the engineer, the passenger trains should be able todbtain 
a -speed of thirty miles per. hour with perfect safety. The 
hope, was given that the road would be completed by June, 1854*^ 
■A noticeable change occured during: that year in the 
annual reports of the Board of Public Works* The Board was 
required to .make a more extended report of the various 
companies than had previously been made. Governor John B*
Floyd expressed the •opinion that "probably no- other state in 
the union in so few years, so radically changed its policy 
upon the subject of internal improvement as Virginia..." He 
"said that Virginia now controlled nearly seven hundred miles 
of completed railway, with more than seven hundred additional 
in progress.. At that time, the state almost |7,500,000 
worth of interest in the various railroad companies of the 
commonwealth* ^
By November, 1852, the road was completed as far as 
Big lick, which is today'the city of 'Roanoke,, a distance of 
fifty-two miles from Lynchburg. The first of 'the following 
,yoar it was open, to Salem, eight xailes further. Most of the 
heavy work of construction had been contracted from Wytheviile 
to Bristol, as had the tracts between Salem and Wytheviile.
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Another appeal was sent out to the James River and Kanawha 
Canal to lower its rates on the shipment of rails to help out 
the company* Of the three million dollars capital, some 
|2t51I,700 had already been subscribed and paid into the 
company*^
The Richmond Bally Dispatch quoted the Lynchburg 
Republican on the probable success of the road. It said 
that the net receipts arising from this road had already 
-amounted' to more than 3 per cent upon the sum expended from 
Lynchburg and Liberty CBedford). It predicted that by the 
time the road reached Salem the receipts would exceed 6 per 
cent, because it was calculated that both, the trade and the 
travel would be more than, doubled by the addition*. It felt 
that the stockholders would soon receive interest upon their 
money and the people of Lynchburg would get back some of the 
money they .had invested*
X
-Of general interest to the railroads in Virginia. were 
the various -sectional meetings held throughout the country* 
One such meeting was held on January 5, 1852, when the 
Southern'and Western Railroad Convention met in Mew, Orleans. 
Governor Alexander Mouton of Louisiana was elected president 
of the body, while- William M. Burwell of Virginia was named - 
one .of.the vice-presidents. This body expressed a feeling 
that a strong system of .Southern, -railroads should, be built , 
with much emphasis on large trunk lines* There was great
enthusiasm over'the subject of the chief routes from New 
Orleans via Knoxville and Richmond to tew fork and via Nash** 
villa to Cincinnati * This .group felt that this would help 
■Southwestern commerce a great deal while promoting the 
settlement of the area, thereby giving the region a larger’ 
representation in the federal government*. One of the 
resolutions adopted m s  the encouragement for the further 
construction of the Virginia and Tennessee line*^ It is 
found that Virginia always took an active part in these 
sect ional meetings.
The General Assembly., in the session of 1352-53* 
passed several acts which had a .large effect upon the 
Virginia and Tennessee road* The capital was increased by 
the, sum of $1*500#COG for the purpose of completing and fully 
equipping the road* The state, was not to subscribe for any 
of the increase*&3 The-Assembly authorised a loan on behalf 
of the state of one million, dollars secured by a mortgage 
placed upon, the whole property and, upon the net income of 
the.tolls and receipts of the company before•the- loan- went 
into, effect. *
The capital stock of the road was again increased { 
#1*500#GOO an March 3# 1853# by an act for the purpose of 
constructing a branch road- to Cumberland Gap* , This road' 
was to hm built between. Abingdon* on the- Virginia and
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Tennessee, to the Kentucky line in - Lee Gounty, Virginia* An 
independent company wee to -construct the branch under the 
name of the Virginia and. Kentucky Railroad* However, - this 
road was to remain under the same act of incorporation aa 
the Virginia and Tennessee line, the state agreed to sub* 
ecribe for three-fifths of the increase,*if the road foe 
started within three years and •completed within ten*-5
During that year the first surveys were made for,'., 
another proposed branch of the road to the Salt Works in 
Washington and Smyth Counties* Seventy*-three miles of the 
main line were in operation* The- hope to reach the Tenne­
ssee .line by the .'end of 1S§4 had been delayed, somewhat* The 
problem of getting a sufficient labor'force was mentioned in 
the fact that,slave labor was cheap but inefficient,vhile 
the-white laborers* voiced opposition to working on the same 
Job with slaves*?**
In the preliminary reports of the Board of .Public 
Works for 1S54, the, secretary gave special emphases to this 
line and felt that all efforts .should be made to complete 
the road as, quickly as possible,* He said: nThe entire road
runs through a country of unexampled fertility,-,; and no part 
of.the Union is capable of producing, a greater variety of 
crops, while its minerals, for quality, number, and quantity, 
are scarcely equalled in any part of the world*
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An advertisement in the Richmond Dfsi^ tefe. on July 15# 
1053 * also .gave some of the prospective values of this road#
It said that the road offered the quickest, safest, and 
cheapest route with increased facility, never before offered 
by any railroad line to the public visiting the various 
Virginia' -Spring© which were close, to the line# This trip 
..would take nearly two day© of travel and would include a 
stagecoach trip*?®
By May Jl,. 1054, the rails of the Virginia and Tennessee 
were laid as far as Central Depot (Eadford}, a distance of one 
hundred miles from Lynchburg* The opening of this branch of 
the road, was celebrated by a free barbecue given on July 4th, 
by Col. Barnett, Dr. Radford, and several other outstanding 
gentlemen; of the neighborhood*^ On that data two trains 
. left Lynchburg crowded ‘with passengers from all over the 
state to join in the celebration in commemoration of the 
trussing of the Alleghenies for-the first time by a Virginia 
railroad*. As the train© progressed, more visitors were 
added, and at a little after noon the .group reached Christ* 
iansburg, where the celebration*took place# Here a large 
/crowd of other people had.gathered, along with a military 
company and band* The speech making was started by the 
, governor of the state,, Joseph Johnson, and he was followed 
by the various officers of the state -and. company* The 
refreshments were then served, andithe facility with which
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boiled ham-and barbecued'©heat and mutton/.were mad® to 
disappear was.a caution to any moderately- supplied land#**
There :was an estimated crowd of five'thousand there on this 
very hot day; The only difficulty seemed to be the want of 
something ‘.'to. drink, as no liquor was allowed on the grounds*3®
/The year 1055 was. one of great difficulty for the 
road*. The report was marked, with monetary troubles,- seed 
for the -capital--.raised, and attempts to be economical and 
out down .on the expenses of -construction of -the road. The 
gross receipts for the year, were $225,920,25, while the net 
gain was .$126,329#40* The -grading of the completed road was 
finished, and the actual construction was completed-’thirteen 
miles beyond Wytheviile*.^! Qn August 30 of that year an
f
excursion of the line was made out of Wytheviile* The trip 
was mad® ,by newspaper reporters as well as the directors of 
the .company* They traveled to the new terminus some fifteen 
'.miles west 'of the. little town. The trip was made on 
^gondola? cars which were, actually flat cars with sides 
some six inches high around them* A number of chairs were 
placed upon the cars for the visitors,, giving them a good 
view of the -country traasyersed*3^.
A state-wide meeting on internal improvements was 
held •In January, 1055,: with a large number of officials of 
the various companies attending* The participants met in 
Richmond and adopted a number, of resolutions concerning the
...bolls and tariff system of the companies represented*.* It was 
resolved^ to' arrange the rates of charges and expenses so as 
'to- secure as fair a profit as their investments-warranted*
The need for,-a naifora system of rates so as -to abolish 
ruinous competition, was voiced*, they voted to cut down, on * 
the practice - of .giving free tickets and free passage over 
the .public works to all state and railroad officials, as 
"it. had developed into a great abuse and had hurt the-inter*
■est.of the, companies* It was hoped that this practice would 
ho ‘restricted under a unifora system*-.whereby the President 
ofvthO-,|lnited.-States a^nd, Post Office officials, and the, 
Governor, the Auditor, the Secretary,- and the Treasurer of 
the state should be the.,.only ones to receive' such passes*.
The present rate of .compensation by the United State# for 
■ .'mail, carriage was believed -to be too low and disproportion* 
'■.ate :to the service, rendered* The following ■rates ware 
.-reported by the various companies* fhe firginia Gentral 
Railroad,: three and one^half cents per mile; the Orange- 
. -and Alexandria road* four cents; .the Virginia and- Tennessee, 
four centsand the Southside, four to five cents per m i l e . 3 3  
^hs Dispatch- Stated that.on September 25, 1056* the. 
Virginia and Tennessee road was finally Completed to Bristol*
A .nglorification” took place at this western terminus on 
October- second, the .day of the arrival of the first passengers* 
The railroad reduced the- fare- one^half for a trip m  that
notable day*34
- fhia -Important event was celebrated with' great 
enthusiasm on* the day set aside by the 'Company*- On 'Wednesday 
the first of October, two. large trains left Lynchburg loaded 
with hundreds • of incited -’ guests# hearing at 6 s 45 A* I€. the 
trains carried bands'and'cannons'and were'appropriately 
decorated^ with flowers and the national flag, the names of . 
the engines‘were the ^Washington County’* and ltJ. E* McDaniel, 
in- honor of two great contributors _ to the road. Dinner was 
'served the group at Central* and- at every station additions 
to'the number of guests were-'made. At twilight of the same 
day* 'they rolled into- Bristol, tinder a large triumphal arch 
which had been placed* over the road* One hundred twenty 
lovely.ladies,dressed in white and holding flowers in their 
.hands* were arranged on either side of the arch to welcome 
the.visitors to- the city* .All the crowd retired early that 
night in order to bo rested for the next day. That day was 
ushered in by the discharge of cannon and the sound of 
martial music* fhe nearby Emory and Henry College boys* 
who" had been disappointed in not being able to--board the 
trains the previous day* arrived on flat ears and added to 
the. already _ large crowd* estimated at between six and eight 
thousand persons. At noon .orators from Virginia* Tennessee* 
and Kentucky proclaimed from the front of the depot a great
-future fur the new railroad*- Then the procession of digni* 
turies formed, at - the Magnolia Hotel to lead the crowd to* a 
ground'.'outside the•town, where a barbecue feast -followed*
.Speakingoh./the conduct of the people, -one- of the reporters 
..present said* ^Owing to the had quality of the liquor .sold 
at'*’one of - the .principal grocer lea in the tom, a lot. of 
people were induced to display otherwise dormant warlike 
attributes .which they possessed** The following day the 
crowd boarded the trains once more and returned to Lynchburg 
where the'celebration was centered .at the Horvell House*55. 
It was declared that this wag-'perhaps the largest gathering 
of this kind in the history- of the state*
One witness declared that the road was one -of the 
best'constructed in the country* 11 The cars, do-not rock,- 
and indeed, move along so slowly that .one can walk without 
the risk .of jesting about*n Running westward the route of 
this road crossed the .counties of-Bedford, Botetout, Roanoke 
Montgomery, Pulaski, Smyth, Wythe, and Washington, to the 
Tennessee line*5^ -According to the-schedule for the road.as 
advertised, trains left' Lynchburg -daily at 6;45 A* M# and 
reached Bristol at 6 P* J€*f and leaving Bristol at 6:20 A. M 
arrived in Lynchburg at3*15 P* ,M*57 One of the.greatest 
benefits -of this.route was its connection with the great 
*SaIt and Plaster-Works5*- in. Smyth and Washington Counties,
located within nine miles of the .main line of this road* The
plaster and salt found here were among the best to- be found
within the United State©*5$
The'first directors report made after the road had been' 
completed was in 1857* By this, time more than six and a half 
million, dollars had been spent on the construction of the ' 
entire route*. Of this the Virginia state government,, by. 
stock purchased# had provided nearly three million dollars 
of the total* The branch road had been running from Glade
, ' • r
Springs be, Saltville* The .salt, works were soon to provide
the road with' its "largest volume, of freight* The total 
length of the road was now 204 miles* The company owned 
thirteen passenger, four- baggage and more than one hundred 
freight cars* The average rate of speed, for .all the trains 
was listed at 18*55 miles, per hour# and the-average number 
of persons- employed during the year was 643*59
Another regional railroad meeting was held in Bristol 
on dune 3# 1857* A,number of resolutions were passed# one 
saying.that it would benefit Virginia to complete# as soon 
as possible# the works of internal improvements she h&d 
already undertaken* They-also- urged that an attempt be 
made for direct trade from the Chesapeake be Europe* -They 
proposed that some, person be _ sent, to _ England hq secure the 
sailing of the steamer Great Eastern to a Virginia port* -The
Honorable William Ballard Preston was' selected to go to
I
Europe to- sae about this matter*^ «
The President's report for the year covered a
period of nine months .during which the country had been hit 
by a bad -financial panic , yet the receipts showed a 12 per 
■cent increase in freight and a 4 per -cent decrease in 
passenger traffic* In relation to the -rate system of the 
road, the reporter -said*
The proper adjustment of tariff is one of 
the most difficult subjects connected with 
railway management*. Nothing short of the- most 
watchful care * * + can enable the- directory 
to arrive at the proper rates to yield-the 
. greatest amount of revenue,, which is synony­
mous with difusslng benefits of the road 
equitably... The revenue standard is- to be- 
• arrived at by one line of ■charge alike, 
appliable to bulk* weight, and values of 
articles moved* It must be varied with 
respects to all, and as influenced by 
distance of movement, to .-insure a -.proper 
regard for the interest of the public -or 
customer -and the railroad, no. article 
should b# transported at less than'cost 
for movement; neither should a rate be 
charged prohibitory, If it can be moved 
at.a .remunerative rate, however low, if 
it be all ‘that can be afforded by the
. customer*. W
The telegraph lines had now been completed all the way _ to 
Bristol, which was-one of-the greatest improvements to the 
road.^
The year 1059 was a good one for the Firginia and 
Tennessee .with an increased business of 45 par. cent ev er
the previous year* During the year eleven ■locomotives, 
twelve passenger, five mail'and-baggage., and -sixty freight 
ears .were -purchased toy the company. The directors reported 
that the Congress had failed to make appropriations to meet 
the deficit of postal engagements for the year; therefore,' 
there was to be a cut in the mail service during the year.
The total number of passengers transported during the year 
was 93,554,^3
This road ran three different advertisements in the 
Dispatch during the year 1059* Passenger trains were reported, 
.'leaving-hynchburg daily at 12:55 P* M* and through tickets 
could be bought to Knoxville for #14*25, to Chattanooga for 
#20*10, and to New Orleans for |44*00*^ In comparison, the 
1952 railroad fares of the Norfolk and ‘Western Railway from 
> Lynchburg to Knoxville was #10*54; to Chattanooga, #13*60; 
and to New Orleans:, #26*44*^ After dime 27, two daily 
passenger trains -were scheduled to leave Lynchburg. . This 
-.trip took about twelve hours On October 20, 1059, the 
paper said that--any members of the *Agricultural Fairs of 
Virginia,11 on the -way to their annual meeting, were to 
'.present .their certificates of .membership to the conductors 
of the trains, who would furnish them with return checks 
and would entitle them to a free ride* ^
The president in his report for the year 1060 said,
concerning* the read:.
In order to keep pace with the sp trit of the 
age and to offer ho the weary traveler*, every 
comfort possible, a very ■satisfactorily arrange**, 
stent has been entered into with M« I* 0* Knight 
to .attach sleeping care to the night trains*
The plan of these cars combines more comfort aid 
convenience than is to he found in any arrange­
ment of the kind which your board has examined;
.and* they feel confident that it will give great 
satisfaction to- the traveling public * * * It 
can be changed to a day coach with-great facility* 
and it is quite as comfortable for- the latter 
.purpose as.though it were made exclusively for
that u s e . 4®
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the company 
on June 29* 1060, the subject of cooperation with the South** 
side and -the Norfolk and Petersburg Bailroad Companies was 
'discussed# This body favored the making of- a contract with 
these -companies for necessary arrangements and provisions 
to expedite the transportation of tonnage between the three 
roads, so- as to prevent the cost and delay caused for the 
change of cars and the break of bulk* It was resolved that 
the president of this "group should meet with the other ' 
companies and inform them that the Virginia and Tennessee 
was interested and ready to fulfill it s’part of the bargain,* 
Bp- until this time. it had been necessary that ’ the freight 
be transferred at each change of railroad lines* This plan 
might be called the first move of active cooperative action 
between these three roads* which in 1070 would lead to 
consolidation*^
$0
The annual report for the year i$6l was Important’ as- 
.it showed the effects that the great .war was•beginning•to 
have on this road* .There was a marked decrease in freight
« t
business* while the increase-in - passenger business, \?as heavy 
due to the movement of troops over this road* The decrease 
in freight were due-to three major reasons; one was the 
failure -of grain crops in the west -and southwest; another 
was naturally the war; and finally* the washing away of the 
road for about thirty miles, which slowed down, the traffic 
for a long while. There was a noted increase in the ’.business 
of the Salt 'Works by-the war* Also-, the increase was-noted 
;in the price of provisions and clothing used: on the road*
• f
The -average passenger rate for -a mile was 2*9$' cents and 
'the freight rate per ton was 5*3 cents*^
In relation, to the importance of the salt mines of 
Saltvilla to the South, the Dispatch on October 2, TS6lt had 
.an editorial on, the subject*. It was "happy to report that 
the- Virginia and. Tennessee had made preparations in the past 
few months to transport the salt from the works and that 
notices of these quantities were to be made each week to the 
owners of the- salines fcommercial salt}'* It appeared that 
some speculators had gained control of‘most of this salt 
and thereby increased the-prices and held it in great 
quantities to make it.scarce during the packing season* The 
paper suggested that in order to cut out this speculation,
it would be best for the individual or groups to send their- 
•orders directly to the manufactures in S&ltville accompanied 
by a check for the order* The price at this place was only 
seventy**five cents-, a bushel.51
By X$62 the Virginia and, Tennessee Railroad was one 
pt. the- '.largest roads in operation in the state of Virginia* 
.It was destined to play a leading role in the war that- had 
just -started*.
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CHAPTER I?
THE NORFOLK AND PETERSBURG RAILROAD
The third and perhaps the most glamorous of the branches 
of the Norfolk and Western system was the Norfolk and Peters­
burg Railroad which connected. Norfolk with the Southside in 
Petersburg. The citizens of Norfolk were becoming aware of 
the-fact that the commercial future of their city depended 
■upon the construction of a railroad into- the. interior. Since 
1015, this city had been on the decline from' its place of 
commercial predominance on the Atlantic coast. Withtthe 
Peace of Ghent in that year, the British government Closed 
her West Indies to American vessels* This new arrangement 
proved, to be very injurious to 'American shipping, as the 
British, then opened a triangular trad© of' their -own, from 
.which the United States was excluded* Things became cri­
tical ; yet Norfolk did not complain of this situation. The 
only way the country could break this stranglehold would be 
to retaliate with prohibitory duties or with non-intercourse.,
both of which Norfolk had had her fill during her attempts
/
to coerce British shipping. Some British vessels still 
managed to come up into the Elisabeth River to do trade.
This little bit of trade, however, was soon restricted by 
Congress in the interest 'of the United States as a whole;
and in, 102O :all trade with the-British'West''Indies was stopped* 
This led to ten years of bitter struggle to revive this'trade, 
with the final settlement not coming until I83O. But it had 
already:dons its damages to Norfolk since many of its traders 
were ruined#-*-
-Many important people had expressed the opinion that 
Norfolk would, at some future date,, rival the greatest cities 
of America. The views of Jefferson on- this town,- expressed 
after a careful examination of the different .locations- and 
resources of the various sections of Virginia, weres ffNorfolk 
will .probably be the emporium, for all the trade -of the 
Chesapeake Bay and. its water# *'. Madison, also spoke of the 
great possibilities of .this -city with its deep, capacious, 
and land-locked harbor; its central position on .the Atlantic 
coast;- its mild climate $ and its exhaust less back country.
But-, the citizens of Norfolk felt they had. been cut out of 
the ■ prosperity by the misguided legislation and -rivalry of 
various Virginia cities, which had a general policy of 
constructing short■railroads instead of providing for longer 
trunk-line railways, which would aid the entire state# A 
railroad running from Petersburg, to Norfolk and connecting 
with the other railroads extending into the interior now 
seemed essential to Norfolk*s economic salvation#^
An able writer, .William S* Forrest, in treating the. 
subject of the proposed route from Norfolk to Petersburg and 
anticipating the consolidation with the other railroads, said:
The Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad, when 
viewed in its proper’' light, and its important 
bearing upon the railway economy, not only of * 
our' state but of the whole country, cannot but 
strike the reflecting- minds as oneof the 
■essential lines of intereommunicat i on which 
are now either in contemplation or under 
actual construction, to unlock those rich 
treasures so much needed to invigorate the 
commercial enterprises not only of our 
seaboard -towns,- and our own back country,
. but of the whole south and west, from 
'Memphis on to the.Mississippi to Cincin­
nati on the Ohio#4
The proposal .called for an unbroken road of one thousand
■thirty miles from Norfolk to Memphis, of the same gauge of
five feet# 3
In 1050 Norfolk-was completely cut off from the 
other railroads of the'atate* in 1851 the citizens made 
a, determined stand to- secure a road,, and the merchants began 
to 'dream of a long through line of trains from the Mississ­
ippi and Cumberland regions*- The charter of the Norfolk and 
Petersburg was secured, without too much trouble, but it was
a very difficult problem to get financial assistance for the
6 1 road*. The General Assembly of Virginia incorporated the
road on March 17, 1851* The subscription books for the
road were to be opened in-the city of Norfolk to receive
money to the mount of eight hundred thousand dollars* The
Board of Public Works was to conduct the survey for the road
in the name of the state* The city of Norfolk was authorised
to subscribe t© the stock of the company up to the amount of
two hundred thousand dollars, after- their eitissens had 
approved* . the gauge for this road was to correspond with 
the £ive~foot gauge of-the Southside and Virginia and 
fennessee Railroads* Orders, were established- as- to- how 
and at what places-the Elisabeth and Mansemond Elvers were 
to be crossed and the type of drawbridge that would .pass 
over them*?
-On December 10, 1052, Norfolk .subscribed the two 
hundred thousand dollars to the stock of the road upon 
..'specific conditions that the road would -make connections 
with the/Southside-at or near Petersburg*& The Virginia 
- Board of Public Works secured, the services-, of Albert B*
/ Gampbell a©'-engineer and Henry A * Smith, his assistant* 
'Campbell had had previous experience with the Orange- and 
Alexandria Railroad# Among the- unsuccessful applicants for 
the position as engineer was-one William Mahon# who. was inter*
■ ested in working on-this road, was it lies in the-vicinity 
lot'my native county, Southhampton, and through a section of
-' . *> i " ■ ' A
■the--country in-.which I feel a- peculiar interest* This 
' was the - same William Mahone that soon was to play so,--;large.
/.a -:role in, the- development of the Menfolk and Petersburg and
■ the/-Merfoik and Western Eailroads#
the money for the Norfolk and Petersburg was very slow 
in reaching the goal* Finally, on February 9, 1053, the
General Assembly passed at* act authorising the Board of Public 
Works.to. subscribe to #400,000 worth-of the company*s stock* 
The abate*© subscription was not to b© paid until the Board 
was.assured that twenty.four hundred shares had been sub* 
scribed by other sources*^' By March 17, -1053, 2,450 shares 
had been taken in the company’s stock by private stock* 
holders* .This was more than the amount required by the ach.^ 
The first meeting of-the •'stockholders of this road was 
held- in the City Ball of Norfolk on April 6, 1053* Charles 
Reid was called' upon- to act as chairman of the- company* Be 
■appointed a;committee on organisation which reported, that 
a,majority -of the stock m s  represented 'at this meeting#
The group- proceeded t© organise permanently and to establish
■ t -
rules and regulations for its government* Br* Francis 
Mallory was elected .president of the company and 0* ¥* Gamp 
and A# F* leonard, Directors* On April 11, at an adjourned 
.meeting of the company, the by-laws, rules and regulations,., 
drawn up and reported by a committee appointed for that 
purpose^ were adopted. ‘On the following day the directors 
met and appointed William. Mahons^ chief engineer.of the road 
/•¥1th a salary of twenty five hundred dollars per annum, and 
Mr* George W* Camp, of Norfolk, treasurer, at five hundred, 
dollars a yaar*^
The by-laws of the company provided for the annual 
meeting of the stockholders to be held on the second Thursday
of April* The president ' and directors of the company- were 
to meet at- least once a month, and every- two months‘ they-were 
to examine completely the company’s hooks* klllmoney that was 
to come to the company was directed to the treasurer, whose 
job m s  also that of clerk* The president with the directors 
■was-- given the power to employ engineers and • other necessary- 
'officers* All the proxies at the meeting =of the stockholders 
were to he under seal and were to be examined at every meet-- 
ing of the group*^
William Mahons’s entry into southern Virginiass- 
railroad’ situation was a momenteous one* He was one of the 
first individuals whose enterprise,, foresight* and vigorous 
determination: were responsible for putting together what is 
today the Norfolk and Western system*- He was-.*, at this time* 
only twenty-seven years old, a graduate of- Virginia Military' 
Institute,- and a construction engineer by profession* In 
1049 he was' appointed a surveyor in - the engineering corps of 
the- Orange and’ Alexandria Railroad Company! > by 10.51 he was 
assistant- engineer of-the- company; and in 1052 was appointed 
chief, engineer of the fredricksburg and Valley Flank Road 
Company* Mahone’s accomplishments at this early age were 
fair maasura^ of his success*^- Mahon© has been described 
as nthe most dynamic and picturesque figure- in Virginia 
History since the period of the War Between the States* As
61
a railroad builder* a military commander.* and a political 
leader* his active and varied career is without parallel in
i
the annals of the state***^ 5
Mahone’e first responsibility as chief engineer was 
the selection of a corps of engineers to continue the work of 
surveying and to make the necessary purchases to construct the 
■road* The work of locating the road was started in the spring 
of 1053* and at once met numerous difficulties#^ The pro­
posed route extended some, eighty-one miles* It passed through 
what is. known as the Great Dismal Swamp* which at that time 
was thought of with horror#. .Then, the route, went through 
Nansemond Bounty by, Suffolk j-. next through Isle of Wight* 
Southhampton* Sussex* Prince George, and Dinwiddle Counties* 
until Petersburg-"was reached#.
On February 13* 1054* the General Assembly enacted 
legislation which increased-the capital stock of this rail­
road by seven hundred thousand dollars# The Board of Public 
Works was also- authorised to subscribe on behalf of the state 
three-fifths of this Increase*^? On the first of March* 
another act was passed authorising the council of Norfolk 
City to subscribe on behalf of the city to this road for the 
, amount pf five hundred dollars# Before this subscription 
could be made*, a poll had to be taken which would give 
evidence that three-fifths of the people, voting were in favor 
of the subscription#^
Norfolk was the seen© of a sectional railway eoavers-
62.
tion on November $, 1$54, when the Internal. Improvement 
Convention was Opened in the Cumberland Street Baptist Church* 
The meeting was attended-. by representatives from nearly all 
the counties and cities of the state*. Bitter controversies 
were engaged.in by the various groups on specific questions of 
railroad policy* One of the-biggest debates' was * centered m  
‘ the :gauge controversy, as to the relative values ©f the five 
foot gauge and the four foot,'reight*and«one«half inch gauge* 
The convention voted to connect the Chesapeake Bay and the 
Ohio. River with a railroad as. soon as possible#. • They also 
advocated that the James River and Kanawha Canal be extended 
on- to Covington* All in all, the convention concluded with 
an air of good feeling#^
The annual report to the ^ Board of Public Works for the 
year 1$55 showed that work on the road had stopped during 
the year because of the^great yellow fever epidemic which 
struck Norfolk in the summer* There were no meetings of the 
directors for the same reasons*. All the work for the grading * 
of the-road was under contract, and work was progressing., as 
well .as could be expected* The road was listed as being in 
good financial shape, as all of her bonds and debts due that 
, year had, been paid off* The amount of money actually sub** 
scribed into the company was $1,14$,200, and a plea was sent 
out to the'state legislature for a loan of an amount to fill 
up the needed.capital of #1,500,000*. The exact.route of the
road was permanently established by the company, including 
seventeen miles in Norfolk County, twelve in Nansemond, nine 
in Isle of Wight, eight in■Southhampton, sixteen in Sussex, 
and sixteen In Prince George County. It was hoped that the 
road would be completed during the following year*^
The biggest .problems that. Mahone faced as engineer of 
the road were the crossing ©f the almost bottomless Dismal 
Swamp, and the .construction, of two big drawbridges over 
navigable rivers which led into Hampton Hoads. The whole 
route of ..the road included a fifty** two. mile’ tangent, which 
at that time wa.s probably the longest piece .of straight 
.railroad track in the world* The handling of' the swamp 
: showed -Mahone *s great ability as a railroad engineer,* He 
"took a strip one hundred feet wide, .had trees cut and. thrown 
ipt© the center with, the branches trimmed so that the. tree 
trunks mad© a f*corduroyy moat,1* and on top of these he placed 
the earth rembankment* This was a stable. foundation, and 
being, submerged under.water, the logs never rotted* The road 
bed today, about one hundred years old, carries the tonnage 
■;bf 'one of the world*s .heaviest railroads and requires 
astonishingly little maintenance*^
An amount of #1,317,302*63 had actually ,been sub** 
scribed for and paid into this company by 1$57* The purchase 
in London of sufficient rails of the nTt? pattern had been
made and was already in possession o-f the company. Thirty**
five.miles of the road, had actually been,completed up to this
time* The rolling stock of the company-consisted of two
locomotives, thirty**five freight cars, and fifteen cars of
other • types On April 9., 1357, the third meeting of the
stockholders.was held -in Norfolk, where Hr* .Mallory and Mr*-
Mahon© were again elected president and engineer, respectively*
. The reports showed that the progress on the road was c oming
along very rapidly*^- An editorial in the Richmond Dispatch
on April 13 of .that year explained-that the road planned to
be open, by the fourth of July for the first thirty miles, and
.. that- the whole road would be completed by the following
December.* It-went- on to say that ?*all that is needed for
an .even.more rapid consumation than this la the ready money*n
-It estimated that the entire cost of.the road, when completed,
^Iwould be around two- million dollars*^
The president1© report to the Board of Public Works
; in IBS#' was concerned greatly -with the financial condition'
./ofc-the road and the effect of the Panic of 13$?* If was
* * * *
feared that the .company, might -have to suspend all operations 
.as the result of the crisis* Norfolk City would not give 
. money to, its relief, but .offered the road the- use of tempo*, 
rary treasury notes which had been bought from-the state at 
various times* These loans were secured by the negotiable 
notes of the- company, which in turn were placed in .possession
of the banks as collateral, security for a loan to-the company*
*►
The Board of Public Works approved this move, and the construe-* 
tion.of the road .continued* The legislature came be the relief 
of the- company after a bitter struggle* The directors had 
asked for- five hundred thousand dollars, as necessary to equip 
--and complete the .road, and the General Assembly gave three* 
fifths of the sum* This act was passed, on March 25, 185#*^
On November 11, 1358, the daily train schedule was 
printed for'the completed Norfolk(and Petersburg line. 
Passengers .could- leave from■ Norfolk at 12*3-0- ’?* M* and arrive 
in Petersburg at 5'*10 P* M* On the return trip passengers 
■left Petersburg- at 7*00 kf M* and reached Norfolk at 11*30 A*M** 
'- Passengers going-to Eichmond, by this line would reach Peters* 
-burg in time for the,mail train of the Richmond 'and Petersburg 
.line, while passengers going west by the Southside road .would 
■have to. spe^ id the night in Petersburg, and catch the 5*00 A*M*
,-train* Persons going north from Norfolk could -do so by the 
' Bay - Line Steamers on the Steamship Line of. New fork.* The fare 
from Petersburg to Norfolk was three, dollars,, while the round 
.trip charge was five dollars, the return ticket being good 
for only three days.2^
The three hundred thousand dollars given by the state 
to the company proved to be inadequate and did not give per** 
manent relief to the company* In 1359 another application
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to- the Beard of Public Works failed to -get farther aid from 
the state# Some of the cities along the rente cam® to its 
■aid and subscribed for about fiftywfiw thousand dollars 
worth -of stock. The report of the company for the year XiS9 
pictured ■conditions as looking brighter for the company as a 
whole# A good amount-.of work had been don# during the year 
to finish up the details of construction to the road* with 
a few- culverts and bridges needing- repairs in order to com** 
plots it* The million and a half dollars capital had been 
oversubscribed by $12,3* At that time the company. owned but 
two engine houses* five. engines* and two passenger cars* 
During the year Francis Itallory resigned as .president of 
the road* and Hr* Henry .Irwin was elected be fill the 
vacancy*-^
On duly 20* 1659# the following advertisement appeared 
in the Dispatch disclosing the great advantages of this road . 
as the most direct route from Richmond to Her folk and Old 
Point Comfort* ^Le&ve Richmond at 4*30 A* M# and breakfast 
in Petersburg at 6.* reach Norfolk at 10*30 A* M* and land at 
Old Point or Hampton at 12* allowing ample, time for all pro** 
limiaary room arrangements and a .Salt /Water Bath, before 
dinner*Tt The round trip fare to Norfolk was #3*35 and to 
Old. Point * #5*50* The fare to Old Point included the steam** 
ship charges from Norfolk there*'®®
On April 12* 1660* the seventh'annual meeting of the
stockholders of the company was held-* It was decided by a
\
majority of 923 votes to consolidate the office of president 
and chief engineer* this was probably done to cut down the 
expenses of the newly constructed road which had had finan- 
oial difficulties since its early beginning# The official 
.report read at the meeting showed the road to be in a 
flourishing condition* William Mahone was elected president 
■and engineer of the' road* A report wad made to this meeting 
that on the sixth- of January the Boston line of Steamships 
between Norfolk and Boston -and Providence had been estab­
lished to work in connection with the railroad; and the ship 
JU: H* .Spaulding started on the first trip on that date* with 
a large cargo of freight and several passengers#^
In. the 1$59«*106O session of the General Assembly* an 
'"act was passed to increase the capital .stock .of this/road 
in order to relieve its financial burdens# A list of argu­
ments was dram up by the supporters of the bill in order to 
acquaint the legislature with the facts of the road* In this / 
it was pointed out that the road had been constructed and 
opened in four years* a time less than any road of that 
length in the state* One hundred twenty-five thousand dollars 
was needed to' build the road to its completion* which had cost 
less per mile* thus far* than any railroad in Virginia* 
Financially the company was in debt #175,000 and had no
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resources. Thus, the bill was to ask 'for three hundred thou-
*
sand dollars -to relieve the debt and to finish stock on the%
road* This \#euld hurt the state*£■interest in it, as well 
as the Southside and the 'Virginia and Tennessee road*30 After- 
much debate, the General issembly passed on March 2, 1660., a 
bill'which increased the capital of the road three hundred 
'thousand.dollars* The Board of Public Works was then directed 
to; subscribe for the whole amount of the increase.- ' Another 
provision said that the state had the right to'vote upon all 
her stock in the company by the same' scale that regulated-the 
vote of other stockholders, now.'provided by law.5^
President Mahone gave his first - report to the state 
in 1660. He explained in detail the legislation of the past
4-
year mentioned above. He felt that the road .was noviready 
to start out. with a clean slate free from all debts.'' A hop©, 
-.was expressed that the ocean travel from -Norfolk would soon
■ 7  t
•;be increased and that a cotton traffic would, be developed 
over this road* The expense® for that year were close to 
'sixty thousand dollars, and the total cost of the road, so , 
far* was'listed at a little over two-million dollars. The 
rolling stock consisted of six engines* two passenger cars, A 
three baggage cars, and eighty freight cars. The classes 
of stock -held in the company were listed as 13,753 in simple 
stock, 1,375 in 6 per cent guaranteed stock, and 3*000 in 
7 per cent preferred stock, all at one hundred dollars par
value each*3&
An advertisement in the Richmond papers noted the new 
opportunities of travel on this line* It said that passengers 
could leave Richmond on Monday, Wednesday, or Saturday morn­
ings , by the Richmond, and Petersburg Railroad at 4:30 A* M * ' 
and make connections with ears in Petersburg for Norfolk, 
arriving there in time to make the steamer to- Now York* They 
would get to New York early the next morning in time for 
numerous connections with the different lines going east-and 
west. The fare from Richmond to New fork., including room 
and meals on the steamer, was ten d o l l a r s * 3 3
The cost of repairs for the year 1660 was close to- 
teh'-thousand dollars and the cost of operating the road was 
a little over three and a quarter thousand dollars. The 
average-rate of fare for passenger•per mile was 3,06 cents*
The average number of persons employed during the year was 
over 105, of which only one was killed by accident* This 
report was signed by William Mahone as president, engineer, 
and superintendent of the road*
Thus by the year 1661 and the coming of the road, we 
find stretched out over the southern - part of Virginia - three 
independently operating railroads extending almost 406 miles 
from Norfolk and Bristol* Each of these companies had its 
own officers, problems, and rules. With the. coming of the war, 
however* they were all to be- confronted with the same great
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demand of-helping the Confederate government.■ All the progress 
that had been made In railroad building was to he halted* The 
.war was soon to involve the men and property' of-all three 
roads in some of the war’s most hitter battles, which were 
fought in the territory directly .served by them* This war was 
,;to .prove that the advantages of all three of the- roads could 
be worked out better if they were consolidated under one 
management*
Before going into the part played by these railroads: 
during the war, let us- take a glimpse at.some of the sidelights 
of the characteristics of these roads* The.steam locomotive 
was used on most of the roads in Virginia after 1640. These 
engines often exploded, with regretable effects on the people 
nearby* The situation grew 00 serious that the United Btates 
Congress asked the Secretary of the Treasury, .Levi' Woodberry, 
to make a report 11 on the use of the steam engine in the United 
States and ‘accidents and losses of life or property which 
had been attributed to their use** The report made December 
12, 103$,* stated that the main -cause, of explosion was the 
habit, which most of the engineers had,. of tying d m m the 
safety valve in order to increase the power of the engine.*35
Borne of the operating rules of the day were unique#
One of the firginia and Tennessee rules required that if an 
accident promised to block the line for any length of time, 
a messenger was to be started on horseback to Lynchburg to
advise the headquarters- of the trouble* Another ruleprovided 
that if trains met between sidings, the one having the shortest 
distance to back up to -a clearance spot should do so* Accord* 
ing to tradition, the fighting qualities of the respective 
conductors had a great deal to do with which train backed up*^ 
In 1657 the. Board of Public Works ■addressed the various 
railroad companies on the subject‘of the speed that'Should be 
obtained by the engines on the- road* the Board appeared to 
be very reluctant to intrude upon the administration' of the 
companies* they fait that they should advise them of the bad 
conditions* They had reason to believe that some of the 
trains were running, -at so high a speed as to cause a great 
deal of wear and tear on the road* They resolved that the 
companies should’ remedy this situation*^ An editorial in 
the Richmond l&ily Uispatoh on November 7, 1051* also dealt 
with the many accidents of the railroads#
That scarcely a. day passes- but we are called 
upon.-to chronicle some terrible railway accident*
It would seem- as if there, are no longer any 
security for life or limb, on American roads* A 
man is almost as safe who enters a battlefield, 
as a railway car* Gan nothing be done to stop this 
horrible havoc and waste of human life!
The report felt that the people of the. United States were too
much contented to set back and let things happen as they
will instead of taking the definite measures to put an end
to this ^slaughter#* It concluded with the following.
Hallway traveling -Is a© serene in -England and on the Euro­
pean continent an any other- mode of travel.*. Why should it' 
not ■ be so heret1*^'®
In relation to the damages that were brought against 
.railroads* an editorial, appeared in the Dispatch on May 16# 
1355* It expressed the idea that the railroads received 
very little mercy at the hands of the juries throughout the 
country* It was very rare if they did not have to pay when 
a suit, was ..brought against them.* The railroads were listed' 
M& -paying-for- cows* calves, mashed toes,- and fractures of "- 
.limbs*, - ■these roads were considered as public carriers and 
therefore'responsible -for all accidents and injuries*^-
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CHAPTER
THE THREE RAILROADS.AND TEE CIVIL.WAR
The Civil War perhaps advanced railroad progress.too 
fast for • its oim good in the South* Virginia and her three 
.main roads suffered a great deal from the war since she lay 
in the border zone between the North and South* The great 
need for transcontinental railroads was soon felt by'both 
sides* Most of the roads of the South, built of iron rails, 
at-the. beginning of the war showed "signs of deteriorating*
.The lack of manufacturing facilities and the Federal blockade 
" prevented the procuring of new rails; and as. Virginia was a 
battleground, a idrge burden was placed on all her railroads.
,lt was to take yeyrs of repairs to build up the roads to a
: 1 * ‘ '
first-class condition*^
The Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad, was the first 
involved in the war, due to the strategic location of the 
,,port of Norfolk and the important Gosport Navy^ Yard nearby* 
vTJhe .quick and brilliant- action of the road * s president, .William 
dl<L a great., deal to protect the road* Early in^ 1062, 
-the Commander of the Navy Yard had been called upon to surren~ 
,'der. to the Confederate, troupe, who were then in possession of' 
the. town* The Commander refused this, and vrord went Out that 
"the United States gunboat Pawnee had passed the. Navy Yard with 
some other ships to form a-convoy, which had proceeded-up-the
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south branch, of the Elisabeth River, with the probable inten­
tions of destroying the railroad bridges over that river*
This was quite serious since the bridges were the only outlet 
for the Norfolk and Petersburg* Upon hearing this, Mahone 
sent out a call for volunteers to come to his aid* With his 
Master of Transportation-, Henry Pink {who later became preel* 
dent of the Norfolk and Western), he loaded the volunteers on 
some flat cars and went out to defend the bridges* They 
traveled all the way to the Dismal Swamps and found no trace 
of the enemy boats*^
On -the return trip Mahone performed his first strategy 
for the Southern cause* He knew that the Federal troops at 
the Navy -Yard had received word that the Confederate forces 
from Georgia and the Carolina© ■ were on their way to Norfolk 
to. capture the Federal establishment and gain control of the 
yard*,. Therefore, he adopted the scheme of having the engineer 
of his train blow the whistle and ring the- bell of the loco­
motive, in such a manner as to 'give the impression that 
several, trains,, probably troop trains, were approaching the 
city* .The Federal troops took the hint-, and rather - than 
risk capture, abandoned the Navy Yard under the cover of 
darkness on April 20, I$62* Thus the stronghold with all its 
war supplies fell into Confederate hands without the firing 
of' a sh0t.*-2
Mahone then entered the Confederate Army as a Lieute­
nant eoloneXi within, a week he was promoted to full colonel, 
and before, the end of the year he,became brigadier general, 
Throughout the war he .was in the midst of the fighting-in the 
•.■battles .of Second Bull Run, Gettysburg, Chancel!orstIIIs, and 
-■■.the.Wilderness# At Manassas, he was seriously wounded-, but 
-after .three months. he; recovered and was back .fighting#' -The 
-crowning military achievement of his career was in Petersburg 
■in.the- late summer ,of 1064* This city was besieged by Grantfs 
•forces and, defended by General t m fs outnumbered veterans, 
entrenched behind earthworks# In-order to break the line, the 
Peder.als dug a long tunnel from, their line to the Confederate 
defenses-# About 4 o1 clock on the morning of July JO# they 
.-exploded a mine directly under the Confederate breastworks*.:
The blast completely broke the line and created a crater some 
135; - feet wide and thirty feet deep# The Confederate troops 
were thrown into confusion, but quickly rallied -and offered 
bitter resistance to the federal, troops* However, the Feder- 
.ale-soon took .possession- of the crater and'attempted to spread 
'behind the Confederate lines* . While' this battle was'going oh, 
.■General Lee directed Mahone to send a part of his force to 
assist in resisting .Federal efforts* instead of delegating 
the .Job to someone else, Mahone took two -of his-brigades,- 
personally lead them into battle,, drove back the -enemy troops 
which were spreading.out of the -crater, and finally recaptured
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the crater and its, .occupants. Thus he completely restored 
.the Confederate linos* For his brilliant Job- he was promoted 
that afternoon be the rank of major general by General lee«4
Meanwhile , the, annual report for 1962f of the Norfolk 
and Petersburg line pointed out that with the evacuation of 
Norfolk in May of that year,, a part of the road had to be 
^discontinued* Thus about one-half ©f the road fell be 
'Federal- hands, but nearly all of the-rolling stock of the 
.company was saved* The new offices were set up at Clarksville, 
where the business of the read continued to be very heavy 
hauling the numerous supplies of the Confederate army. The 
coat of maintenance of the road had been very light for that 
year., despite the extra burdens that had been caused by the 
war*. The net income for the year was close to $240,000. An 
average 'of ninety-eight: person# were employed during the 
year*.?
As the war continued, this road was hit even harder by 
the ravages that usually accompany such -a war. Men and sup-' 
plies became harder to secure as the war became a greater 
strain on the .people* The roads had to go- without repairs, 
and prices rose as the years rolled on. The Federal# kept 
control of Norfolk and the surrounding area throughout most 
of the rest of the war* At the close of war the Norfolk and 
Petersburg was faced with a. prodigious Job of rebuilding and 
reconstructing the tracks, with very little money on hand*
During tiie latter part of the war while Petersburg 
■was being: sieged by the Federal-troops, beginning on June 19, 
1864, Gity Point became the basis of supplies' for' the Southern 
• army* After April,' 1865, Petersburg was evacuated "by the 
'Confederates* This was one of the final steps before. tee-?s 
■surrender at Appomattox Court House* This important site 
was located on the Southside Railroad, one hundred miles from 
Petersburg*, It fa ■...interesting to-note that the Board of 
Public Works reported in 1865 that many of the bonds'of the 
Norfolk and Petersburg road, which'were stored in the second 
-. Auditor *s office in Richmond at the'time of the evacuation 
-of the cityi^were taken by some of the Federal troops* This 
included one hundred 8 per cent bonds valued at five: hundred 
dollars each, and five hundred 7 per cent bonds of the- same 
value* This Board.-also, reported that these bonds could be 
purchased, from the. parties which held -them for a very small 
:amount* They recommended that this should be done .immediately*
The Board was willing to pay up to 25 per cent of the face
’ ■ 6 ;valpe of the bonds to -obtain, them*
: The net earnings .of the; Souths ide Railroad for- the 
'year?. X$&2', were close to §350,000* The.rolling stock consisted 
"cl? twenty engines,^'fourteen passengers, four.'baggage,, and one 
.•hundred ninety freight, cars* The cost of the road and equip*- 
ment- up be that time totaled $3,794,064*58*^ In his- report, 
..the-president of the road stated, that the destruction of the
&1
property of tine company at City-Point by the •enemy had .caused 
this branch to be used little and had out down on the company’s 
receipts. The rolling stock .had diminished in value, and had 
been-kept up as well-as possible under the-circumstances*®
The .report for the year 136-5 furnished a vivid picture 
of the road at the close of the war-* The net earnings for 
the year| listed in the depreciated paper money of that time, 
were fl,144,772*13* It was reported that the shops -of the 
company- had been frequently struck with bombs, which prevent** 
ed the machinery from doing-, its. regular work; yet the _ rolling 
stock was kept in .running, order*. The entire route of the 
■road had been -used by troops from both sides, for the- -movement 
of men and supplies* The destruction of the lames River, and 
Kanawha Canal by Federal troops caused a great increase in 
the volume of business for this road*- The company had-but" 
seven- passengers ears and two baggage ears at -this, time, 
which was .far from sufficient, for the road’s operation* Per** 
haps the biggest problem that faced this road was the rebuild** 
■ing of the ’’High Bridge” .which had been the victim of a number 
of raids by both sides* The report stated':
We kept’up a daily line of travel and. express 
ail the- way to hynchburg, mad® up of two trains 
between Petersburg and the high bridge, a portage 
from that place of one and one^half miles in 
ambulances, and then .-a train of cars to the James 
Elver, and six miles in canal boats* It was not 
a very good line, and we. had-very indifferent cars, 
and travelers frequently complained of its ineea* 
venlencef but bad as it was, it had the -important
8 2
<*
effect of giving us a revenue, which, though, 
small, enabled us to commence paying the 
laborers and thus hurrying the work of recon­
struction*
The destruction of the road had been almost complete! the 
military of the Federal government took possession of the 
lower end of the road and changed the gauge as far west as 
Burkeville * In duly, 1.665, the company was turned back to 
the Southside Eailroad Company; and the government leased 
some of its own cars until the gauge could be changed back 
to the normal five feet* The labor force usually worked 
free, and the company offered little •more’than meat, bread, 
and a. .promise to pay* fob the daily run was kept' up* This 
report-Was signed by II* D. Bird as superintendent of the 
roacL^®
The. Virginia and Tennessee was, perhaps, more affected 
by the war than the other two roads* The connecting line to 
the south and west fed this line at Bristol with shipments, 
from all the Confederate states* which, in turn were sent 
northward to Petersburg, Richmond, and the actual battle** 
ground areas of the war* Knowing how largely the Southern 
cause depended upon the services of the road as a transport 
tation carrier and a supply route, Abraham lincoln, it is 
said, referred to its rails as the **gut of the Sduth.f*^
t *
The annual report for the year 1662.showed that while
* * * 
the capital subscribed by the state charter was five.million
dollars, only 13,450,637 had been actually subscribed for and
paid into the company. The rolling stock of .the road con* 
elated .of thirty*eight engines, bwenty**oae passenger., fourteen' 
baggage, and nearly three hundred'freight'earp. The gross 
earnings for the,.year were a little over on® million, dollars/ 
and'the net income-was.listed at #5$$,?$&*$!# The total cost 
; of-; the road and ■.equipment, 'thus far, was over seven million 
V dollars,* ^
•* The Federal .army at this early date set out to halt 
this important flow of Confederate transportation* Xn May* 
1&62* the United States* Secretary of -War, Edwin M* Stanton, 
telegraphed General John C* Fremont in Tennessee to do all 
he could to break the railroad line between Hewbara, in 
Pulaski County, and Salem., Despite this strategy to move 
closer to Richmond, most of the early attacks were in the 
vicinity of Bristol* A Federal, force spent a good deal of 
time in trying to reach the Firglnia and Tennessee Railroad 
somewhere near Wythevill®also, but all of the attempts 
were held back either beyond the.Tennessee line or the 
Kanawha liver* Thus, the road was safe for some two years 
after the war started.*^
The net income, for the year M63 was .a little over 
one million dollars. The restrictions placed on the road, by 
military authorities were said to be the cause of much diffi* 
oulty in the transportation of supplies. The machinery of 
the road was increased.by only one locomotive during the year* 
The iron .rails were reported in good order and the road beds
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in better, shape than in the past few years, which was due to 
the careful management by the officials*^ The Richmond 
Dispatch of September 24, 1863, reported that a Yankee force 
took Bristol on the nineteenth with a force,of thirteen hun* 
dre'd men. This force engaged some seven hundred men of the 
Confederate© 'under Col. Carter of Tennessee* ft said that 
only about one hundred fifty men actually fought on the 
Southern side as the rest of them, ran in retreat as soon as 
the army entered the town. The enemy did not remain more 
than five or six hours and, inflicted damage to the new 
commissary buildings and a few rails.. There was also an 
unfounded rumor that this party .had advanced on to.the Salt 
Works to destroy it, aiso,^ Around the middle of October, 
another party of Feder&ls advanced beyond Bristol and then 
retreated-back into Tennessee.- They destroyed five bridges 
of the railroad- between,Bristol and Abingdon; threw one 
.engine from the track at Bristol; tore up half a mile of 
track, burnt-the cross ties and bent the_iron rails around 
tree trunks; and burnt three engines and five cars belonging 
to the company.
General William. Averill led still another raiding 
party to the northwest and attacked Salem. This party started 
from West Virginia, where, with, little resistance, some forty** 
five hundred troops advanced down the Greenbrier River to 
Mercer County and across to Salem in Roanoke County. Here,
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on-December 16, his blue coats - destroyed the railroad depot, 
the court house, and several bridges nearby, including one 
over the Roanoke River, the. rolling stock of the company was 
saved as it was run off to- the east on the appearance, of the
enemy*^7
The year 1864 was a disastarsus one for the Virginia 
and Tennessee road* There was a total of six raids upon 
various portions, of the line. The long bridge over Hew River 
was destroyed in May 1864, and it was necessary to use■boats 
to. transfer passengers and freight across the river while it 
was being rebuilt* In. dune*. General David. Hunter ’ s large 
force 'invaded Lynchburg. ‘ His men failed to capture the Con** 
federates1 military stores there, but in their retreat, they 
destroyed the depots at liberty and Big Lick, while doing 
much damage to the railroad equipment. Some eight thousand 
crossties and- six miles of track, were destroyed by this 
party* In the same month another raid was directed at 
Amherst, where a large amount of railroad equipment was again 
destroyed. The entire period of the war brough destruction 
to this road,, .and much time was spent in efforts to rebuild 
the torn portions,^
The firginia and. Tennessee stockholders’ report,for 
•the year 1865 listed the net revenue as only some three 
hundred thousand dollars, This year- was also marked with 
numerous raids* Damaging attacks were placed on the rail*-.
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road centers at- Chr ±31 iansburg, Wytheville, and Big Lick* 
There was a marked scarcity of labor and material on the 
road* while little progress was .made in repairs doe to the 
numerous r a i d s * T h e  biggest blow came late in 1064, t*heii 
General George Stoneman, the commander of the Union forces 
operating in East Tennessee* pushed his troops northward, to 
within four miles of Lynchburg* This group left Knoxville 
on December 10 and moved to Bristol and Marion before any 
real resistance was offered by the Southern forces. The 
Salt Works in Smyth County ware laid open to attack and 
some seven hundred men were captured or killed by the 
superior Northern troops* All of the railroad bridges from 
Hew Elver' to the Tennessee line were destroyed* along with 
some thirteen railroad trains with their locomotives and 
ears* All of the depots .in southwest Virginia were des­
troyed, and a large amount of ammunition and many priso­
ners' were captured* The iog&ee. were very severe to the 
Salt. Works and to. the lead mines at Lead villas both were 
no*? reported to be valueless* Stoneman even had control 
of the Oonf©derate \telegraph lines in the region for some 
eighteen h o u r s T h e -  repairs to the road i?ere rapidly 
■started at the close of the raid* but it would take a 
long time to complete them* There/was but one depot left 
standing from Lynchburg to Bristol9 and but three bridges 
of any sis© that escaped burning* The outlook for the
a?
road was- very grave This say lag might be applied to the 
Virginia and Tennessee, ^Lynchburg started it*-Virginia built 
it— The Yankees wrecked it.*2^
As 'the shattered army of northern ■Virginia was. forced 
to retreat- from Petersburg.and Richmond, General' Lee :chose 
the route toward Appomattox,largely because of a hope that 
he could ■■meet supply trains from the west. On April & at 
.Appomattox station, Sheridan1s forces captured four east- 
hound ‘trains loaded with important provisions which the 
starving Confederates needed to carry on the struggle-,. - 
This was the final blot# to lee, and the next day he .surren-
■dered to Grant* 3^
Virginia1a .system of public works was on the verge 
of. utter ruin at the close of the war* Ho other state lost 
more-than she did during .the war, Her greatest loss was 
that of the land and resources which went with the- ‘separate 
ii-on of 'the transrAllegheny region in the organisation of 
thenew-state of West Virginia* A large part'.of the .rest 
of her lands were subject -to-long -periods of Federal ;'occu*» 
pation* 'This agricultural-minded state was left ih'ruinoua 
Condition, lacking1both farm-implements" and livestock* The 
emancipation of the slaves also added to her difficulties', : 
since a vary acute labor problem resulted* , Ho we v er, ■ bi t-by 
bit, the-'railroads’ did-patch'up their worn out rails&and 
equipment* They rebuilt the destroyed- parts .of the road
and tried to open business as quickly as possible* It was 
to take years before the roads would be on a sound foundation 
■and before they would be profitable one# aore,^ The whole- 
future of railroads in the state looked very dark, and aid 
was needed to help finish the job*
General William Mahone soon caught the spirit of 
rebuilding, and his first objective at the close of the war 
was to regain the presidency of the Norfolk and Petersburg 
line* He went to Norfolk and sought the job against some 
bitter opposition by the Northern, sympathisers in the.com* 
-munfty* However, in 1865, he was again elected president 
of the company, and he- set out at once- to rebuild the road 
to its pre-war status* .He -had a big job -ahead of him, but 
his achievements on it were very admirable*^ By February, 
1866, the road was open for traffic between Norfolk and 
Petersburg* The long expected event was marked by an 
excursion from Richmond to Norfolk, accompanied by Governor 
Fierpont and.-many state Senators and Delegates* Cigars 
and liquor were passed around in the special guest car, and 
the smoke was said to be so thick that one could hardly see 
across the -aisle* This group was received at the depot in 
Norfolk by the councilmen and some of the prominent men of 
the' town* This was soon followed, by 'a great gathering 
with much speectaaking by all the important personages pre­
sent , .and.ended with a large banquet* The following day
the '.party returned horns* and at ■ Petersburg another day of 
festivities -was conducted* ■
The resumption of railroad traffic did-a great deal 
to revive the commercial prospects of Norfolk. By February 
24* 1$66* two cars loaded with cotton from Georgia, shipped 
by the Horfolk and Petersburg line, awakened the city' to 
the,great possibilities of their connection with the deep 
'South* 'Before the end .of the year* various agricultural 
products were pouring 'into this city from the Southern- 
states. The future* Indeed*- looked, very bright for the 
city*2?
By this/time* the much discussed idea of consolida­
tion .was .having its effect on all the.'commercial elements 
of the state* The real struggle over this*issue was yet to 
come.
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THE FIGHT FOR CONSOLIDATION 1866-1S70
**
At the beginning of 1866, the cry for*railroad consoli­
dation was,being voiced throughout .the United States as well 
ms via Virginia* For years,. William Mahons had been dreaming 
of.a united railroad across Virginia*. He realised that only 
such a company would have the strength to rebuild from the 
ravages -of the war and to.reach down in Tennessee toward the 
Mississippi. or across the Cumberland Gap, where it was 
reported- there were coal deposits* For this achievement, 
he began a large campaign that would not be settled until 
18?0 with the formation of the Atlantic, Mississippi, and 
Ohio Railroad* The first step;toward'this end came-on Decem­
ber ?, 1865, when the stockholders of the Southside Railroad, 
who had faith in Mahon©*s proven ability in railroad con­
struction, decided to turn over to him the Job of rebuilding
-1their road, and thus named him their president* This at 
once brought out a cry by some of the-interests in-the state, 
who felt that Mahon© was gaining too much power and that he 
was out t© gain the- control- .of all the railroads in the., state 
for his own benefit* The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad interests 
at once set out to try to command all the trade from the- west 
to their citadel at Baltimore, and end the scheme of Mahone*
tn December-the Baltimore and Ohio proposed at their stock­
holders meeting to- build an extension, of their road from 
Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia, to some point on the Virginia 
and Tennessee line* This proposal was to conduct a direct 
line from Hew Orleans to Baltimore* President Garnett, of 
the Baltimore and Ohio, was-one of the chief supporters of 
this so-called natural route, while the railroad men of 
eastern Virginia began to realise that to be- able to compete 
with such a - scheme which would draw away all the trade from 
Norfolk, they were going, to have to unite to fight- this mov©.^ 
Thus was increased the bitter rivalry that was to crop up so 
often in this struggle for consolidation*
Since Mahon© was now president of both the Southsid© 
and Norfolk and Petersburg roads, he was able to appreciate 
even more fully the advantages of consolidation* A step was 
taken in this, direction in December, 1865, when the Southaid© 
line issued the- call to the other- two roads to- join the 
companies in a plan to- consolidate the general-management 
of the '.three roads under a common director*. The Norfolk and* 
Petersburg road favored the move because a greater amount of 
business had been brought to this road since Mahone had taken 
over the ’head of the two .companies* The directors of the 
Virginia .and Tennessee were, however, opposed to the scheme. 
They felt that it was placing-too much control into the hands
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of a few people, leading to discriminating practices* They 
pointed out that they were for equality to all the railroads 
that had connection with their lines*^ J. B* Thompson, 
president, of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, wot© on 
consolidation, ’nth© advantage of a . single management is. seen 
in'the reduction of the general expenses of management - but 
chiefly in the increase of business by the power to- give 
through rates for traffic to ..meet every changing, circum­
stance**?^
The question of consolidation had reached a new 
height of importance,, and the friends and, opponents of the 
■subject were, equally outspoken* The annual report of the 
Souths ids road, •submitted by the new president expressed 
approval of consolidation. It was full of economy .measures 
that the road had adopted in order to' cut down on its 
■expenses, During the year some of the freight and'passen- 
.ger rate's -were lowered by the company* All the. benefits 
that the road had enjoyed during the- year were said to be 
due. to the new system of management*^ The. report of the 
Norfolk’ and Petersburg Railroad listed a net income for 
the year of only twenty-five- thousand dollars* This report, 
the first since the close of the war, stated that the com­
pany owned but six engines four passenger, one baggage, 
and forty-six freight cars# Over 170 persons were employed
■during -the year* The report was" also filled with optimism
6over the great possibilities of consolidation* . The Virginia 
and Tennessee Companyfs report, however,, was*in direct? 
opposition' to this move* The net income for the year* ? 
ending/"dune-30f 1866, showed a deficit;of over two hundred' 
thousand■ dollars which did not show up too well as compared 
to the- other two roads both of which showed a' net gain for 
the year* The main trouble of this ‘road still was the fact 
■that of the five million dollars- capital,, only three and 
one-half million had'been subscribed by this time* R. 1* 
Gwens, president of'the company* , maintained that the 
•Virginia, .and Tennessee road could get along better without 
consolidation, and would profit by opposing the raove**^
■By February* 1866, the battle for consolidation began 
'to appear; in all the editorials of the■leading newspapers 
of the state, and an outspoken struggle was in store* 1 The 
Richmond Plspateh on February 7 came out with its interpret 
1 tation of the history of internal Improvement within the 
/state thus far* The editors concluded that with the coming 
;of-the railroad and the start of state aid to these companies, 
/there had arisen a party of Tidewater representatives who 
opposed all methods of public improvement* The result was 
that the companies who, had trouble raising -money to build 
/their roads practically had to buy votes in the Assembly
with a promise for aid to such projects as the voters were 
interested in* The state* by this method, had to pay for 
local improvements as many,, millions as she appropriated to 
her main- lines -in order to .get the latter appropriation*
This had- been, one of the main causes of .the large state 
debt* -The Constitutional Convention of-l&SQ had tried in 
vain to help this condition*. The end of the war had left
Virginia ^ exhausted,. and , she could no longer be expected
*
to support financially the railroads*. The article then 
said- that there .was still hope for Virginia to build up . 
her trade, and prosperity, and it, hoped that a trunk line 
connection ; would be made, between Norfolk and the Missis* 
sippi as quickly .as possible*^
Xu the fall of 1866, the proposal of -consolidation, 
was 'discussed at a series of, meetings in Hiehnxond.sponsored 
..by the Board of Public Works* The Richmond papers reported 
that in Lynchburg throughout most of September, there' had. 
been a good deal of discussion on. the subject of placing 
the three roads under one management* The paper voiced the 
. opinion that the move would-be of no advantage to the state,
' and would inflict- injury on some of its commercial cities*
■The people of Richmond were called.upon to. look out for their 
interests and to. fight the move.9 Another biting editorial 
appeared on September 27, striking out against Mahotuu It
suggested that it would be profitable to the city of Richmond
to pay Mahone to move there# Hie residence would certainly-
bring fairness to the. railroad business in this city. This
-article, in pointing out the disadvantages of 'consolidation
to Richmond*•said that it actually cost' less to carry a box
of 'tobacco from Lynchburg to Hew York than it did to bring
i o
that box.from Lynchburg to ‘Richmond* ■
The series of public meetings started on' October X,* • j-j
XB66, on -the question of the discriminating railroad charges 
against Richmond and the proposed consolidation- of the three 
•roads. * Mahon© Save his 4eflnltion of the terms of consoli**
/.dabiony'
It means that a bale of cotton may be carried 
to Lynchburg*. Richmond, Petersburg, Alexandria,, and 
>■ Norfolk upon.- the same terms' per mile- as • it may be 
* carried -to Baltimore, Philadelphia, Hew York, mt 
Bostont -and in turn, it means that these same pro 
rata rates as are now extended to ■ any. and all. - 
places outside- Virginia, as •against the discri­
minating policy which has, now?'as heretofore, ..
. -prevailed in-the management of our public works 
to-'the prejudice, injuries* and sacrifices of- 
the rightful claims and interest of1 our m m  
cities and citizens
■^ -be .Dispatch heartily supported this scheme proposed by
'llahone| yet it felt that it would not be carried out. as he
.described*. It suggested that a railroad should be built
between Lynchburg and Richmond in order to protect the
."interest of this, the largest city of the state
'The meeting was held,, and less than fifty people
9$
appeared to-debate the -question* The group passed a resolu** 
cion against the consolidation scheme on the grounds that it 
served to discriminate against the cities of Richmond, Lynch** 
-burg,, and Alexandria* It suggested that-the Board of Public 
. Works discourage the scheme, and that the General Assembly 
should, W'the proper body to- decide on so vital an issue* 
Governor Pierpont was one of the .strongest advocators of 
'Consolidation.* but his efforts were to little avail at this 
. point *^ ,
On the second of October the issue came before the 
.meeting of the Board of Public Works* Governor Pierpont 
started the discussion by attempting to outline the dlf«* 
ferent lines of opposition to the measure* Be expressed the 
feeling that such a scheme would cut down’the expenses of 
-all the roads and would gain the real trade of the Missis**
- sippi region* Be- proposed that the proxies’ of the state 
should be sent to the meeting of the Virginia and Tennessee 
stockholders with instructions to vote for consolidation:*
"The .subject was then discussed pro- and con by both sides*
.fhe'-general consensus seemed to be that the proxies should 
go to the'- meeting uninstrueted*^
.The second meeting of the Board, was'opened with a 
discussion ■ by Mr* Ereston of Washington County, who was 
against the move of consolidation* Be expressed the' feel-* 
ing that this would be against the original charters of the
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companies and that the whole scheme was bora to help outside 
interests rather than the state# Mahore then .came to the 
defense of his two joined railroads and said that no discri* 
miration had been committed by them and that the Virginia 
and Tennessee road was the one which' had been committing 
such, practices* dames Barbourf of Culpeper, then spoke in 
■■opposition to Mahoneys idea*-. Be urged that the- decision of 
consolidation •‘should not be Made -until the General Assembly 
could "meet 5. the peoples1' will could, be more fully expressed* 
.He felt, that the combined road would create a monster of a 
.corporation.'which would be too strong and .powerful for the 
state, to control* There appeared much doubt as to who 
actually had the right to act- on the scheme! The General 
Assembly, the Board, of Public Works, or the stockholders 
of the\respective railroads* Richmond again raised its 
opposition to the move, and said that it would be ruined 
.commercially if the plan, went through*
The debate continued for several days with both sides 
of the question thoroughly discussed* In the meantime,, a 
public meeting was held in Petersburg to discuss this same 
subject# This group of men expressed their approval of the 
move toward consolidation# They said that the Board of 
Public Works, as‘'the true representative of the state, 
should use its influence to get the Virginia and Tennessee
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road to agree to the 'Scheme* They felt that the consolida~
•tior of the Southsltie with the Norfolk and Petersburg -had
already reduced'the expenses of these roads 50 per cent and
had increased their revenue over 25 par cent*. They did not
believe that the measure had • to go to the General Assembly,
16but that the Board should act at once on It*/ The Richmond 
Whig now came out as' one of.the strong supporters of consoli* 
ddtitaiu It expressed the opinion that, wequal rates' and 
facilities to Richmond as well as to the other Virginia 
towns is/the aim- of consolidation#^*-?
it was apparent in-nearly every discussion regarding 
consolidation that there was a strong rivalry among the 
.various Virginia cities* Alexandria naturally opposed this 
scheme .of Mahone, as it would effect the Orange- and Alexan­
dria Railroad which had its. terminus at that city* On the 
other hand, Petersburg- and Norfolk would be expected to and 
did strongly advocate the move, lynchburg opposed it on 
the ground that it would hurt her free trade with Alexandria, 
Richmond, and Norfolk* Richmond, as. has been said, bitterly 
opposed the move #3.®
.The final results of this series of meetings which were 
called to ■ give advice. and- ho -choose the state proxies to the 
Virginia and Tennessee Railroad, came to a. close when, the 
proxies were finally appointed on October 7. They were not
committed to vote on any particular scheme at this meeting*
The question.of consolidation was .still not settled# J-. 0* 
Goggin, G#C. Rent, and W* Robertson were appointed.as the 
.proxies# The Dispatch said, wThey have tried to appoint men. 
■who -were uncommitted on the subject, and whose intelligence 
and integrity would leave them, to give a fair hearing to 
the. merits of the question and an honest decision upon them.” 
These men were all well known throughout the state and all 
sides seemed satisfied with- their appointment*' 7
The opanlng session of the annual meeting of the 
stockholders4of the Virginia and. Tennessee road was held on 
October 8, 1866, in Xynchburg* Colonel R* L. Owens, presi­
dent, reported that the.road bedp were all in good condition, 
while the machinery and rolling stock were about the same as 
previously reported# The depots were in better condition 
now'than in i860. The business was reported to be increasing 
daily# On Tuesday the eleventh, the Southside and the 
Norfolk -and Petersburg Railroads presented,a- resolution 
before'this body saying! ”¥e extend the proposition to unite 
the general management of the said three roads as-of the first 
importance to our state • • • and that the appointment of 
certain members to meet with the other roads -to work/out the 
details of such a move*” General Mahone was present-on the 
occasion and spoke-in great detail on the Importance -of,the
move to all those present*^ on October 12, the final vote 
was taken on the proposed subject* A great deal of-excite­
ment surrounded the meeting, and it was felt that the final 
test was actually between the two presidents, Owen and Mahon©, 
late that evening the final vote was tabulated, and it was 
found that the consolidation move had been defeated by a 
majority of 116 votes. Owen was re-elected as president.22 
With this, on# of the first battles had been brought to a 
close, but the issue was far from being settled-.
With this defeat Mahons then turned to the state legis­
lature for support* His main backing there came from three 
outstanding, men, Robert W. Hughes, ’¥* f * Mereier, and J. D. 
Xmbodezu 'The General Assembly, which opened early in 1867, 
soon came upon the issue of consolidation* Hughes drew up 
a list- of■ five main* advantages of this measure* First, it 
was believed that the scheme, would combine five hundred miles 
of railroad under one harmonious management* 'Second,, it 
-would complete the‘.railroad to the Cumberland Cap region. 
Third, it would help pay off the heavy debt of Virginia* 
Fourth, it would seek to end the state1# meddling in rail­
road affairs. Finally, it-would help unit© 'the state in a 
Closer union* ^
The bill known as the ^Cumberland Cap Railroad Bill,” 
provided for the consolidation of the three roads for the
purpose of completing the road to the Kentucky line# The road 
would establish a through line of transportation .from the 
Atlantic to the Mississippi .and Ohio Elvers.. The bill passed 
byy the House' by the good majority of fifty-three votes to 
thirty-four,-but its life in the Senate was very doubtful.
All political efforts were to be exerted in order to get the 
bill passed as quickly as possible.'^ But it want through 
another month of violent debate* Governor F. H I  Pierpont in 
a. letter marked «Private” to Mahone informed him that the 
:Baltimbre and Ohio road was getting ready to seise part of 
the.,trade of the Southwest by constructing'a railroad through 
the'Valley of Virginia* This road, making connections with 
■the Virginia and Tennessee, was to shorten the route to 
'.Harper*#'ferry and give all the western trad© to Baltimore* 
Pierpont suggested that all efforts should be made to get 
-':ther consolidation bill through the legislature this' session 
or'-' that it would be '" too- late and Virginia would be ruined 
. -.commere ially #
All of this debate finally resulted' in victory for
' r
-"SHahone -and his followers, On April 18, I867, the Southside 
consolidation act was passed by the General Assembly under 
■■a; bill entitled ”An Act to Provide for the Completion of a 
line of Railway from the Virginia Seaboard to the Missis­
sippi and Ohio Rivers, by Faciliting the Construction of
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the Virginia and Kentucky*n The hill authorised the four 
companies to unite, ffby vote of their private stockholders” 
to form a . company-to he called the Atlantic, MissAssApp, and 
Ohio Railroad under the terms set up fey the stockholders. 
.Three of the .four companies had to agree before the corpora­
tion could go into effect.. This company had the power to 
.purchase the stock that the state held in the four companies,
. and the bonds 'also if they were purchased before 'May, 1868. 
They were to pay for these stocks and bonds fey delivering a 
similar amount of money to the treasury for collect ion* The 
...proposed Virginia and Kentucky' road was to fee built within 
.five years. This bill.also provided that a branch was to fee 
constructed from some point on the Virginia and Tennessee 
line near Central, northward to the mouth of the Greenbrier 
River and the- West Virginia line* - The first victory was 
completed • for Mahone and his followers; all eyes were upon, 
them to see what they would accomplish with the consolidation*.
The proposed Virginia and Kentucky Railroad had been 
first -organised in 1858*; This road was to run fro® either 
Bristol or Abingdon, on the line of the Virginia and 
Tennessee, road.,- to the Kentucky border in lee County, After 
the road*s first organisation, it got into serious contro- 
versy with the Board of Public Works over the location of 
:the eastern terminal of the-line, and the organisation ended.
Early In i860 the road was reorganised, and Robert W* Hughes 
was chosen president*#. The work of grading the road was 
started and was. going along .well when the war broke out-, 
putting anaend to its operations* After"the close of the 
war* it'-was found too impractical to resume operations on 
■the yoad^ The state m s  unable to pay its .subscription, and 
.the counties and people too poor, to pay theirs* Hughes 
remained as. head of the road, and kept, alive the interest in- 
its construction* Attempts were made to ally the.line with 
both the. Baltimore and Ohio- and the Virginia and Tennessee- 
roads, but/both attempts.failed* In 1866, it joined in with 
tbs consolidation scheme by Mahon.#*. This move proved to be 
successful and the construction of the road was included in 
the bill to join the other three roads under a common man* 
'agement*;. The possibilities of this branch may have had 
something; to do with the passage of the consolidation, as 
-it helped;, to enlist the support of. southwest Virginia to 
,the ■cause*27.
The victory -that Mahone had was not to be complete* 
Many newspapers and people of the state were out to oppose 
-the'/move -at the first instance, on the ground that consoli­
dation was working.against the interest of the state* To 
■make a success of his scheme, Mahone would have to,make 
the roads all profitable and increase .their efficiency so
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that no one--would have cause of complaint* .The rest of the 
year 1,367 was a busy one for Mahon® as he continued to work 
on the roads With all- his efforts* He soon realised that 
.the only way he could get control of the Virginia and Tenne­
ssee road was by purchasing enough stock in-it to gain a 
■majority'--oyer the stockholders* This. policy was successful 
and at av belated meeting of this road, Mahon© was -elected 
president* This, was a big day for Mahon©, as it meant that 
he .had control of this additional two hundred four miles of 
railroad.^
One of the employees. of Mahon© wrote a poem in eleven 
stan®as in praise, of Mahone1 $ leadership:
general Mahon© is our President,
And we are glad it is so*.
For there was a little discontent 
With the one w© had before* t Owen I
You cunning-looking little man.,.
It seems to yon but fun,
'To-take up broken-down railroads., 
And put them in order to run.
Some editors have pitched into yon.
But they can do you no harm;
"Free Tickets1* have payed,- they know,{especially to 
And they only wish to alarm ' • editors)
With Fink| Reynolds, and Huger,,
dust keep your wpolish* one year more,.
And this'road will'not be secend 
to the- Ohio and Baltimore*
A glance at -,%h® annual reports to the Board-of Public 
'Works, of these three roads will give a picture of the progress' 
that was made during the first year of partial consolidation* 
'The net -income of the Southside Railroad for the year 136? was 
only about seven thousand dollars* During the year a large
i  -■ '
number- of crossties had bean renewed and the tracks were 
ballasted, all of which cost the- company a great deal of 
money*. Mahon© reported: fl¥© have brought the roadway tram.
■;its almost impossible state up to condition which enables 
your trains' to move with all necessary clarity and freedom 
-from accident and detention.*^® The-entire rolling stock 
and motor- power of the road had been -enlarged and rebuilt 
during the, war.31 The,net- income for the Virginia and 
'Tennessee' Railroad' w&s #76,479*71* This.small amount of 
'gain was once more due to- the large scale, building -program 
,of the company. : The average passenger rate on the road was 
four cents a mile, while m  the Southside it was three and 
©oe«half eents*2^ The Norfolk and Petersburg;-ms-still 
running "a deficit due to the ravages of the war. The .average 
passenger fare was--below, that of-the other-two roads,, being 
a little over three cents'per'mile*. William Mahon© was listed
as president, engineer, and superintendent of all three of 
the roads#33
Despite the fact that in 136? Mahone had achieved the 
advantages of consolidation, he still faced three years of 
bitter security*owner doubt and resistance, political opposi* 
ti#»^inter-city and inter*sectional jealousies, and other 
.difficulties* Nevertheless, hia strong desire overcame them 
all.*. Because of hia vigorous stand,- he was given the title 
of-5*Our Railroad Bismark'* and. stood out as one of the most 
prominent- men in the state*24
The enemies of. consolidation, however,- continued their 
cry against, this big monopoly*. The chief opponents to it 
were the - Baltimore and Ohio road with its .president, John W* 
Garnett, and the Orange and Alexandria road with'its'president, 
John- S* Barbour* They charged that the combination was m 
personal, scheme of Mahon®, and that his salary of. twenty-five 
thousand dollars per year was unprecedented, being more than 
that of the President of the United -States* the whole plan 
was said to make a reality the saying that the WA* E. and 0*1* 
really stood for lfAll Mine and Otelia* s,f fOtelia was Mrs* 
Mahone) * In 1063, a move was set forth throughout Virginia 
•for the establishment of a system of* direct trade between 
Bor-folk and Europe* Eahone won some’ support by backing this
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mom*. T h e m  were contentions .in Norfolk and In Bristol during 
the year to promote this scheme and make plana to carry it 
out#^
According to the Southside report for.the year l$&8# 
there was a marked'increase In the revenue of that company*
The net revenue was over $63,000, and the company officials 
believed that their administrative reforms were now beginning 
to pay off* A great deal of work had been done during- the 
year to further ballast the road and to put the machinery 
in good, shape* A fire had^destroyed the company*b wharf at 
City Point:;, but this-4oss was not considered_to be too 
serious since the building needed repairs anyway*. The roll- 
■lag stock of the road consisted, of fourteen engines., seven 
passenger, four baggage,, and one hundred seventy-two freight 
cars*36 fhe net receipts.of the Virginia and Tennessee road 
had taken on a large increase during the year, and was listed 
at close to $175,000*. This company had increased her rolling 
stock to include thirty engines, sixteen 'passenger 'and twenty- 
five freight cars* During the year a controversy,, arose as to 
the'' location of the new depot to be built in Abingdon* This 
building had been,,destroyed during the war.,, and it was finally 
decided to rebuild it on the same location as the old build* 
ing*-^ The net revenue of the Norfolk and Petersburg line
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. was-out of deficit, and showed a gain of #46,000 for the year*-* 
The.- rolling stock of this' company was- composed of seven engines-, 
.;'seven passengers, two baggage, and one hundred, twenty**five 
. .''freight. cars*3®
■* The Richmond Dispatch on January -10, 1660, expressed
success for the new combined'road and its newly established 
’ schedule* By this arrangement cars, were run through from 
■Norfolk, to 'Memphis without breaking the bulk* This paper 
:. ■Reported that for two or three days, cars, loaded'with cotton 
.-had; arrived,directly from Memphis, Nashville, and Knoxville 
-to. Norfolk, and had returned with 'merchandise* This route 
'-.went over 950 miles without any change, and was considered a 
masterpiece ' of railroad strategy* The paper reported that 
in- order' to take care of this additional burden,-, the company 
.was erecting a large warehouse on the wharf of the New fork 
•steamer and arrangements were being made to add to the swift 
" 'movement of the goods'*. The paper gave all the credit to 
/•■Mahone and his scheme of consolidation,*^
The annual .report for the three roads in 1669 again 
■^/showed, that a great deal of progress was made during the 
.year' to help the business- of the road* The Southside report­
ed'' a net -income of over one hundred thousand dollars*- Thirty** 
five miles of road had been thoroughly ballasted and twenty**
Ill
three miles of additional nTn rails .had been, put to use.
Work, was still being done to rebuild, the *High Bridge*1 which 
had been destroyed during the. w a r The Virginia, and 
Tennessee listed a net income of over three hundred thousand 
dollars.* The road had in operation some twenty* seven engines, 
fourteen passenger, five baggage, and two hundred fifty 
freight cars*^ The Norfolk and. Petersburg also had a big 
increase in business with the net income of about one hund­
red twenty thousand dollars*^
Before discussing the final struggle for consolidation, 
it would be wise to consider the political history of Virginia 
during- the period of reconstruction* Governor Pierpont*s 
Alexandria Administration was established as the lawful 
government of the state soon after the. close of the- war. Be 
and President Johnson hoped that the political reconstruction 
of Virginia would come to an end in 1&66, with the state and 
congressional elections held that fall* This, however, met 
with defeat at the hands of the radicals in Congress, who 
then took over the control of all reconstruction*^ On 
March 2, 106?, the First Reconstruction Act was passed and 
Virginia became Military District Number One* General John 
M* Schofield was appointed Military Commander of the-', district. 
He proved to be a conservative in handling the affairs of the
-State and soon-'Cama in conflict -with the state*s radical-
■ . element*^
James WV Eunnie.utt soon., arose as- the leader of the 
radical Republican party in Virginia* He gained control of 
the Negro vote- and consequently controlled all the state 
elections in 1067* On April 10, 1066, the Underwood Const!* 
tution was adopted by a convention held in Richmond* This 
"constitution contained a strong best^-oath and disfranchise^
ment clause of which the majority of the white population did*■$*
'not- approve* The radicals delayed its going to the polls for 
final:-.approval because they feared the 'results#^
On April 4, 1060, Pierpont was removed from the 
:• governorship. He was-, replaced by Henry H* Wells who was the 
candidate of the strong radical element of the state,
General Mahon© had understood that Wells was in sympathy 
with, his railroad consolidation and therefore- supported him 
in his bid- for office.* But this opinion changed quickly
■ when. Mahone learned that Wells was opposed to him and-,his 
scheme.* In the fall of 1060, Wells even tried to* sell the
Estate fs-. stock in the'Virginia and Tennessee Railroad-to the 
■■Baltimore -and Ohio line*. This caused Mahone to take -action 
to.defeat Wells at all eosts*^
Mahone then joined with the Conservatives and the 
'Conservative wing of "the Republican Party which was out for
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the immediate restoration of the state and the end of radical 
control,, The election of 1869 offered a chance to bring' this 
■about* Mahone took the leadership of the group.and helped 
the cause of the railroad* .Wells was chosen to run on the 
Republican ticket again* _ Mahone and his followers put up the 
name of Gilbert 0. Walker to oppose him as a compromise can* 
didate* Walker was at that time a stockholder in the Norfolk 
andd Petersburg line and.was in favor of Southside corisolida~
The date of the election was set for July 6, 1869, 
when the Underwood Constitution was also' at.stake* Both 
.'candidates waged a vigorous campaign* .The ©lentlop- returns 
.showed 'that Walker had -a majority of •18,33.1 .out of a 'total, 
of 220,739 ballots -cast* The' Constitution was adopted with 
certain exceptions, and 'the conservative element won out,
On September 21, Walker became governor, and Reconstruction 
'’formally ..ended on January 26, 1870* This'brought to a close 
nearly five years of shameful suffering in Virginia, Mahone'1# 
active role in this election helped him to gain a higher 
position throughout the state * ^
During 1870 the issue of consolidation reached its 
peak of importance. The act of 186?‘ provided that certain 
arrangements had to be met by May 1, 1868, in order to make 
the law valid* The railroad had been unable to do all this
due to' the hard times- that had hit Virginia* Thus;, -the, old 
act had, become null .and void* Mahone- once more had the task 
of getting his consolidation past the legislature* The result, 
was the nmmb terrific legislative- railroad fight in -the 
history of Virginia*” . The papers of the state played an 
important part In/this struggle which actually boiled down 
to *individual versus corporation,” The Richmond Whig- was- 
perhaps the strongest supporter of consolidation since by 
this time Mahone owned a large interest in the paper, Also 
supporting consolidation were the Bristol Mews* the Norfolk 
Bay. Book,: and several others* Both the Richmond Bt-spateh and 
. Enquirer were opposed to the scheme along with the Lynchburg 
News and, Norfolk Journal, The 'Enquirer, was the most outspoken;; 
of .the. opponents,^®
■/.After -the first of February, the. papers, of the. state 
:• .were, filled with the reports of’various meetings and opinions 
"'the bill.* On February 11, I87O, the 'Blspateeh concluded:'- 
.d’^ Thb -^liroad fever has risen very high* The southsids && ■ 
l.'full of excitement*. Norfolk and Lynchburg took the fever and 
.- -■it has spread up and- down the ,James River* Various meetings 
-Lave been held, and enthusiastic and confident resolutions 
■have- been everywhere adopted*” This.' article went -on to say 
■ that- this - mania, was without good foundation and- that the 
whole interest of the state should be considered before any
definite action should be taken,^
Two time tables appeared in the Petersburg Index on
March 7, which gave a small example- of the progress made on 
the read*' The Norfolk and Petersburg, as set up in 1869, 
listed the passenger trains as leaving Petersburg daily at
■4:00 P, M# and arriving in Norfolk at 7*20 P* M, Another
train m s  to leave Norfolk at 6:00 A« M» and get to Peters**- 
/burg at 9 120 JU M# Close connections could b© made in 
Petersburg with the passenger- trains of the Southsid© line 
b# Lynchburg, -Briatolf. 'feoxville, and New Orleamsf In Nor* 
folk with the steamship of the Old Dominion Steamship 
Company for New forkf and in Petersburg with the Richmond 
and Danville road to Richmond , The Souths id© daily train 
was to-leave Petersburg at 9*30 A* M. and reach Lynchburg . 
at 4:50 P* ft* and leave Lynchburg at 8:35 A* M* and arrive 
in- Petersburg, at 3t50 P* M* This train .made' connection at 
Burkeviile with the Richmond-and Oamrille Railroad for 
Richmond and Danville| at Lynchburg with the Virginia and 
Tennessee: line to the South and West; and at Petersburg 
with the ■ City Point Branch which left daily at BtQG iU U* 
and at 12
The bill proposed to the General Assembly in 1870 
was to join the four different railroads into one compact 
company*- Under the 1867 act these companies were to serve
under the. management only* This,, mad© the flan of even greater 
importance ■ he the people of the state, they looked upon the 
scheme as one which would embrace a huge corporation which 
would-run from Norfolk to- Kentucky, The Dispatch felt that 
the main cause -of trouble in the plan was the fact that the 
Virginia ■and Tennessee line would be- sunk into this corpora* 
tion- which would us# its power to keep all- the freight upon 
Its-own lines, - This would prevent any free-or common use of 
this so-called great outlet -to the Southwest* They.feared 
that the scheme was directed especially against the trade of 
Richmond*-^
The Whig, on the other hand, seemed very confident" of 
victory- for consolidation as it had in 186?t when ”the anti-*- 
consolidationists were routed,: horse, feet, and dragoons*”
It declared that Richmond was- to be once more the- battle*, 
.ground* It felt that the same leaders would be. present but 
that the issue-would be somewhat different,. as the principle 
of consolidation had been tested and -had proved: the.need of 
the bill, This fact would- enlist the support of many more 
people on the side of Mahone* Richmond., they professed,
-would not have the chance to give her cry of discrimination,, 
as the records would -show that in 1868 the Atlantic, Missis* 
sippi. and 'Ohio brought- to- her some twelve million pounds of 
freight .and in 1869 close to eighteen million* It was
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believed that- no-one would wish to stop this now connection 
/.rOfVbrade to the eity*54
The Dispatch' came, out on March 16,. 1070, expressing a 
'"fear ,thaf so many people had' concerning consolidation* It 
.; iAfeltvthat .there wap.p real safeguard against odious-. diseri**-
■ mination of towns and sections by so large a company*, it did 
not direct their attack, against Mahone himself., .as they
' v believed him a just- man*. It did, however, .fear what would 
;:'.;^|penJ''under a strange man or a new .president. The. article 
" "then went-;, on to,, saythat .under good .management consolidation 
J.eouM be successful -and fair, but otherwise, it--could, be very 
dangerous*
On March 22,: in the Senate,, the act authorising the 
:; formation of the Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio- Railroad, 
being-the unfinished business of the previous day, was taken 
, _ up and discussed* Here .was to start- a long aeries of dis~
■ :':cussions, amendments, postponements,- and other fo-.ras 'of delay-,,
lasting. three months* The big issue at this time appeared to 
clause in the-bill which, would tax- the travel upon the - 
.consolidated line- for the benefit -of the state-*- The, Dispatch. 
'declared- that a similar tax had been proposed in the charter 
' of.'the Baltimore and Ohio road, and at.a time was the source 
.’..pf a large amount of revenue*. However, as time went by and 
the road, grew in strength,, it refused to- pay.the tax* This 
,paper -advocated that if such a .clause were in the - act before
M m  legislature, that it should be cut out*. This was actually 
done* ^
The threat of the Baltimore and Ohio was-always .appar­
ent in Chi# struggle* On March 27, the- city of Baltimore,
. in a £rm -election,- voted in favor- of subscribing a million 
dollars to aid in the construction of the Valley Railroad 
from. Harrisburg t# Salem on the Virginia- and Tennessee line* 
To-tho.p p g  this was ..perhaps the. strongest argument in 
.support of consolidation, and it felt that Virginia should
to Baltimore without "a. fight*57 In this same 
issue the Bristol News* in- am editorial, was quoted as being 
critical .of the city of Richmond for her position on con soli-* 
elation^ "Then let Richmond fold her emaciated for® in the 
mouth df blind selfishness, and lie down- under the- shadow, of 
Baltimore*;” This Bristol editor felt that for four years 
the people of southwest Virginia had been .trying to get 
jRiehmondL to help her break the yoke., fro® Baltimore and that. . 
if consolidation did not come, she would suffer* 5$■the Whig 
in m later Issue went-on to- say chat.it did not oppose.-any 
■lirginla railroad*7:-llowever, ,%% did oppose (the,-ldea of her,.;-, 
roads, being - subjected to- outside influence and made, a
tributary to'the interests:, of the Baltimore -and Ohio 'Rail*-'
>'•-v-/---/; - * so
road, and the city of Baltimore*
Jt- was Interesting-to note the feeling of some- of the 
ethei* cities, in Virginia toward consolidation* fhe-,//
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Charlottesville.Chronicle la quoted- as. saying that- the benefit#
of consolidation had been proved by the experiences of the reads-
■for the past few years, and ■should not b© opened to.- argument#
It declared that the.main resistance .came from Richmond and
Lynchburg .and that they were evenly split over, the actual
value of the measure to their city* Thef editorial closed withi
”As. consolidation seems to be the only plane on which a long
line of railroads can be managed with sufficient economy to
compete, with the western trade, we. hope the- bill will be 
60passed*” The Norfolk Journal* on the other hand, seemed
to think •that a good -deal of consideration should be taken
before, any action could be made on the proposal* It felt
that consolidation 'had. given' rise to many unforeseen, evil a
In railfpad management#-. Oonaolidation had often .failed to
.Cut down the expenses and rate a as It had premised* Accord**
in to them, the principal officers of th-e. company were, paid
• . too .large a salary,, while the lesser employees received
barely sufficient wages* At this time,, vast sms of money
.were- being expended for ^lobbying” in the legislature, at 
61Richmond* The Winchester paper is, quoted as saying:
”Whsn any preference can, be given a Virginia .city by rail** 
road consolidation,, without prejudice to the interest, of 
other portions, of the state, we .could-encourage it*” It 
felt that the A# M* and 0*. bill would do this and that this 
was the only way that the Baltimore and Ohio could b© 
stopped#^
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The Enquirer - on April ■ 5 summed up its expression on 
the financial vain# of the.bill* it ©a14 that the scheme 
was tp'grant to these three railroad companies the- stock# 
■,ani bond#'for which the people of the state had p a W  tix 
/ million .dollars in specie* in consideration for this, the 
■ state., -was...tc be. entitled to. call for a tax of 2. 1/2- per 
: e.#nt on the gross earnings., of the consolidated, companies* 
';,-:Thia tax would yield some #50,000 while .the state had-to
-f v ■- *
pay some. $360,000 a year on the .interest bonds taken out., 
to help the roads* They calculated that a quarter of a 
millioh 'doliars was to be drawn annually from the -pockets 
of the people of the state for the benefit of a. favored 
group of' people. This they were opposed to, and therefore, 
7. be consolidation*^
Ih. the Whig on May 24 the editor came back with an 
’answer to the so-called gift, of six million dollars by the 
state of Virginia* The market rates of the state * s stock 
. .were listed, as follows%. in the Norfolk and Petersburg, 
#180,000, in the Southside, $96,000, and the Virginia and 
Tennessee, #460,0001 while, the claims,in the Norfolk and 
Petersburg, were #140,000 and the Southside were #709,000* 
This made an overall total of #1,585,000 as the value of 
stocks and claims held by the state* It felt that* the 
Enquirer was- wrong in. its. claim that this act would be a 
gift of six million dollars*^
The Enquirer*# next attack was against the salaries
--of; the high officials of these railroads .as.evidence of what 
.consolidation would do if it were passed,*. It. claimed that 
Mahone got close to twenty thousand dollars a year while the 
-president, of the Grange and Alexandria got less than three 
thousand dollars per year* It felt that Mahone was not 
entitled to more than 16.per cent of his salary, as 35 per 
cent of this should go to the.people of the state to pay 
off the debts of the companies* It declared that these 
bankrupt roads were paying, no dividends nor Interest to -the
V'
state, or stockholders, and therefore they had no right to 
vote away so vast a sum or donation to these, men*. The legist 
latmr© was sailed upon to apt against this policy*65
0n April. 12, 1870, the Norfolk Board of Trade passed 
resolutions-in favor of the Southside consolidation* It 
.-■based its action on. the following statement: /^Believing 
it, presents the only means.whereby we can successfully 
compete- with the. Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. for- the trade 
of-. the-great west,, and defeat the cities- north, of us, to 
'draw the _trade of Virginia .and the states west and south of 
us, through our own state, to markets further north*” A* 
copy of this was sent to the- local Delegates and Senators 
in the legislature* This resolution did not come without 
'a real fight at the board meeting, and It passed by the 
narrow margin of eleven votes to six* The- Inquirer claimed
-/that-; this ••represented ' a loud disapproval to .consolidation ’'
■ audlafieTOi that there .was a very intense /hostility in, liorfolk 
both to.the present management of the road and to the 'pro* 
visions of the act- before the legislature*^?
■ fhe Whig.  ^on April Id came, to the defense of Mahon© 
as president of the three . roads* It reported that under■his 
direction, the ..IcrfoXk and..Petersburg, had sustained .a gain
;■ A.
of 139. per dent, the Southsi&e, a gain .of 136 per cent, and
j
the firginid and fennessee a gain of 9$ per cent, over and 
above what they had,made prior to consolidation* Mahore 
was described as no m . of the best .railroad managers in the 
■: country** and a strong barrier against the interest-of-the
m
- Balt imprp;'and Ohio*
M Meanwhile, some of the, other localities of' the,state
were beginning to- take up this issue with-renewed, interest*.
:#n'-editorial -from the .Suffolk • Chronicle .Sim said that, ^ we
regard this consolidation -scheme of the utmost, importance
'to the tidewater section of Virginia, and we hope.to get all
private'-piques buried* :&nd all -united, for the general good**
: ft,-expressed the feeling that -only ‘Mahone could carry this
.grand scheme through to suoee-ss*^ The citizens of.
/Bittsyivania. County, at a .meeting on April 16* directed
their delegates in.the legislation to vote against the
VObill when -it came before the General .Assembly* .On the: 
other side, Prince•George* Meeklensburg, Chesterfield, -and
Brunswick Counties all in mass meeting .urged their delegates 
.to support the bili*?^ At a meeting of' merchants and business 
men in Bristol on May 26 the. subject of consolidation was 
brought up: and- -the -group voted in favor of the .bill* fhey 
also,resolved*
That it is their solemn conviction that unless 
the city of Richmond will aid them in preventing the 
defeat of the Atlantic, Mississippi ana Ohio Rail* 
road lill,’ now pending' before the legislature of 
Virginia there is and can be no means or reasoning 
by which the cause of trade from the Southwest 
.Virginia and East Tennessee can be made to pass 
within reach of that, city*
The Senators and Bslegabes from the southwestern part of the
state were requested to advocate the passage of this biXX*?^
■'The important bill was still being discussed* put off, '
and-;, delayed in both houses of the General Assembly* Richmond
. was still the big factor against the move and the newspaper
war, continued# Tb# Whig, declared that if Richmond helped to
’destroy this, bill* she would also destroy her own'business*.
t Her,-rates- would .probably be raised even higher if the Baltic
. V^ oafe, add ^ Ghio had its-'way* It was felt* however* that if
/Richmond, supported:; the bill it would have- no trouble passing
- 'the legislature*?^
The first real struggle, came in the' Senate over the
Bill Humber 76 entitled.* "An act to authorise the formation
of the Atlantic* Mississippi and Ohio Railroad Company*"
The discussion got down to real business on May 30* 1670*
Several of forta'were made, to lay the bill--on.-the table and 
postpone -it*, but all were- defeated* The bill was then die-
,y<; :-;V t :• " iv ’
cussed* and various .amendments were offered* all of which 
were ordered to be printed*?^ ' It was taken. up ■.again m  the 
following .day,, and.there.was, much discussion on the /various 
proposed, amendments-* This session, soon' -adjourned 'Without 
-any; action'#- The enemies -of the bill resorted to- every- 
parliamentary usage to postpone and evade the discussion 
of-the hilX.?^ A. full day of debate was spent on the: bill 
on dune I*-'in the Senate* with all the amendments of the 
day placed aside, by the close of the session* The Whig- 
-expressed the hope-:-'that the debate would end on. the second 
anci urged- that the Senate* "vote it through-and be dona 
with. it*n?^ Again on the second no decision'was made, on 
the bill#
.f
Finally* on June 3, the day of victory for consoli* 
Ration arrived in the-.Senate * The Senator of Henrico County * 
a Mr* Smith* fought the bill, once more and tried, to slew 
down action by offering several .riders to the -bill#- One of 
’these would limit the salary of the president of the pro­
posed road, to- an amount not to exceed, that of the President 
of the United States# This.rider, was, rejected by a vote of 
23 to 7* Mr#. Taylor of Horfolk then called for the main 
question on the passage of the bill# The call was 'made and 
the bill passed by the final vote of .26 to 16* The Whig
reported that the tampers. were- shown once mope and that the 
session was, prolonged to - a late hour*. Only one Senator from 
Richmond, Ifr* Court nay, gave hie support to. the Mil* ■ Another 
stormy battle was. to follow-in the. Hons# of Delegates*^ 
k% the. meeting of the. House of .Delegates on Dune 4,
'the Senate bill was. placed upon the .calendar* The introduc­
tion set off a big debate, but the act ion of the day showed 
that this body was more In favor of the bill, than the Senate 
.had been* fhe sopponents once more offered a number of. 
.amendments which were all voted clown* fhe. .session on the 
sixth, ended, in the same way, and finally on the seventh th® 
bill came tip for its, final vote* After numerous delays., 
the final count was taken which showed that the bill had 
passed, by a vote of $4 to 33*^ There was some speculation 
over the. tactics that Mahone used to get this bill passed*
He was accused of 11 queer lobbying,1* and tales were told -of 
how he saw to it that champagne flowed and Havana cigars 
were. handed. out among the lawmakers*.. All of this was
supposed to have taken place on the evening previous to
§0the passage of the bill* ' "
Thus,; the long, struggle 'was put to an end with votes.,.
*enough to spare.n It was considered the mast argued question
of the state, since the war, and it was.hoped that this would
'  $1put an end to all railroad wars for.awhile* ""
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A WhiiE editorial on Dune- 6, entitled ,?0ur Deliverance,**
said that- the previous day was a memorable one in the history
'of the state, as *it? witnessed the triumph of consolidation,* ’
final, we hope, of those jobbers, speculators, and harpies, 
within and.without the state who had been .so long plotting 
'and working to demoralise our people** Of the eight Richmond 
members in the House, three voted for the measure, four 
voted against, and. one was not present* The.paper wished 
that the.vote had been in a unit In favor of the bill*
, In-.Norfolk, upon receipt of the news,, the .people were 
jubilant*- On the night .of the eighth a great mass meeting 
of the citizens met at,the^City.Hall for the celebration- of 
the .-fffasion* A salute- of 111 guns was sounded, representing , 
one for, every vote that was cast in the Senate and. House for 
the-bill*' The streets were illuminated by .flaming' torches, 
and bands1 created a.' festive spirit* At the Bor folk and: 
Petersburg, depot, the. event was marked by a. grand display 
of-fireworks, - and the cars of- the company were gaily decora** 
ted with wreaths,, flowers, and steamers* The Honorable John 
'Dopde spoke at the. ^ ratification meeting that followed*^
This -group offered'three, resolutions concerning consolidation* 
The first hailed the-/passage of the bill and its -aid to their 
economic Interest* ' The- second was a ^thank-youf' to the', 
friends of the- Berthside and the fallay who.had helped in 
passing the bill* Finally, a f*thank-you*1; was addressed
1 2 ?
to each of the local-Senators and- .Delegates in the Assembly 
with a •well done, good and faithful servant*
The Richmond Dispatch on June 9 backed 'down on its 
usual views on consolidation* It expressed no objection to 
the schema, and believed that Mahons would do .a good job- as 
president of the road* it still felt that Richmond had been 
out out of touch with the Southwest* The only apparent 
relief for this city would ®mm  through the construction
:g§
of a straight road from Lynchburg t# Richmond*'
Another gathering was held in Petersburg to celebrate 
‘the passage of this bill* A. large**torch parade was conducted 
.throughout the streets of the city* A large number of fire-
-t
works'were-displayed, and numerous .billboards were paraded 
and labelled' with -signs like* •All Honor to the Legislature 
of Virginia** .*014 Virginia is Hot for Sale,* •Virginia 
Railroads, Run by Virginians in the Interest of Virginia,* 
and •Consolidation as the Salvation of Virginia** The 
procession went to the court, house where- a .number of speeches 
were made* The majority of people seemed to feel that the 
dark days of reconstruction ware passed and. that the future 
lay bright .ahead* ^
An interesting-note on this subject was found in the 
Whig on June 15* This was a resolution of the citizens of 
Staunton to the Governor of the state to veto the proposed 
consolidation* It declared: •We protest against_the state♦a
being 'robbed of six million,dollars for the benefit of a 
few greedy speculators*• The Ifhig- made quite a, joke, out of 
this statement, of Staunton-*^?
nevertheless, Governor Walker, who had advocated the. 
.measure,- from the beginning, .on June 1?, gave, his official 
:>approval to the act.*' -He accompanied the signature ■ toy'an 
. address to the Senate and House of Delegates on the subject 
’of''the value of .the Mil,- in which he said:
fhe question had been thoroughly discussed,, 
and the correctness of the policy must fee- cot**'' 
sidered as established by the popular voice of 
the state*. I have earnestly and carefully 'Con­
sidered all of the pro visions.-of the bill*. My 
judgement does not concur with that of the 
General Assembly in some of-those provisions; 
but the legislature, in our' form' of government, 
might be rightly regarded as the exponent of 
the popular will and judgement in. .measures of 
.this character* ton have expressed, by a 
decisive majority* your approval of'all. these 
provisions*' In view of,this fact, 1-do not 
feel it incumbent upon me to interpose my 
individual opinion in arresting the consnmation 
of a measure' so •emphatically endorsed by your 
judgement*
If my own opinion was clear that this bill 
• involved an 'infraction of the constitution or 
a violation of private rights, or that.your 
honorable bodies had not deliberately and fully 
considered all the just interests of the- state 
in th© passage of this' bill# I should unheal* 
bantingly - wit hold my approval*. The great 
importance of this measure and an earnest 
desire to perform, my duty in regard to it, has 
caused mm' to give this' bill the fullest reflee- 
. tion possible within the. time-allowed me# and 
I have felt it- to be appropriate to state 
briefly" to you in this- manner, ^ the reason©, 
which have controlled my action* '
fhe Bedford Sentinel- had an editorial on consolidation 
on' Dune 22 which expressed the hope' that nLt will.result in 
the completion .of the Virginia, and Kentucky road, and thereby 
open a.direct connection with Cincinnati, St* Louis,---and 
indeed the whole Ohio and .North Mississippi Valley*• It felt 
that if the measure, had not. passed, the. Virginia and Tennessee 
road would have fallen out of Virginia *"s - hands and that the 
Southside and Norfolk, and' Petersburg would have been helpless*®^ 
. ' There were. ten. chief divisions of this hill for consoli­
dation'* ■■The first set up a board of commissioners^ on whose 
appointment the formation of the Atlantic, Mississippi and 
Ohio ’Railroad Company with the capital stock of twenty-five- 
million dollars was made* Second,, it 'was the duty of the 
eorsmission to arrange; with the stockholders., other than the 
state, of the 'Norfolk and Petersburg, Southside, Virginia and 
'Tennessee, 'and Virginia and Kentucky railroad companies, to. 
receive their subscription to. the capital stock of the -com­
bined road in proportion to the value of shares which they 
held in their .former companies* No stockholder was to be 
required to subscribe, or merge his stock without his consent* 
Third, with the. meeting of the general stockholders a 
corporate'body, was to be organised by the combined roads*
Fourth-, after the incorporation the Board of Public Works- 
was to sell and transfer to the company all the stock held 
by the state in the four roads. Fifth, the new company was
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- bo complete the construct ion of the.- Virginia and Kentucky
Railroad within a period of six. .years. Sixth* the company
agreed to .give to the state four million 'dollars:worth of
Virginia bonds* or for substitute of 'money* the, payments
to be secured by a second mortgage on the .property■of the
company. Seventh, the company m s  given permission to
execute a first mortgage,on its property,'not exceeding the_
sum of■fifteen million dollars, Bighth, the company was to
hold all -land acquired under- this act. on fee simple claim,
.with the^  right to sell it or convey it at any time they saw
fit,. Minbh, -as the stock, of the old companies was absorbed
in the new Company, this company was to he invested with all
its rights, provided that a separate account of the property,
•‘of the separate line was to- he kept in order to protect the
old- stockholders. • And finally., this,-'new company was .given
the right * to consolidate with any. other: road between Lynchs
burg and Richmond to better the facilities between these
two important, towns-*^ 9
This act .was close to -what Mahcne had fought for,
■and he was gratified over its passage and felt that it was
a victory over the Northern capitalists who were out to
direct the;trade away..from Virginia to Ifew fork and Baltimore*
He was not in favor of the Baltimore and Ohio * s proposal to
make a connection with the Virginia and Tennessee line and
9ibelieved that this act would help defeat the move* ■
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The following September, a. Joint' meeting: of. all the ‘ 
four companies was called* These bodies first gathered 
separately and worked out final plans for consolidation*- 
By the conclusion of the sessions, they all agreed -to pool 
their • capital according to the act*- General Mahone was 
■ unamlndusly elected president of the 'company for a period 
of five, years with the salary of twenty-five thousand 
.dollars ;per year* Thus* the.Atlantic,'Mississippi and.
‘ Ohio Railroad was formally organised on Hovember 12, XB70*^ 
At. this 'meeting bylaws for the. company were draw up* 
The annual meeting of the stockholders was to meet in 
December , with the ■ f iscal year of the company ending at 
the close of September.* A special session of the group 
could be called, by -the directors, -after thirty daysf notice 
was given in the.newspapers throughout the state. The 
parliamentary rules of the louse of Delegates of Virginia 
for-the session of X$60 were to govern, the stockholders at 
their meeting* -‘The administrative duties of the company 
were in the hands of the president and tan directors. They 
were to classify and conduct all the business affairs of 
the road according to the departments, and the president 
was to submit an annual report to the stockholders on the 
conditions of the company. The directors were to meet 
"according-to their discretion*^
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THE CONG LUS ION*-THE FORMATION. OF THE
. NORFOLK AND WESfEBK SYSTEM
fhe newly organised Atlantic., Mississippi and Ohio 
Railroad. was yet- to fact many problems after its organisation* 
:fhe respective companies that made up this road made separate 
reports to- the Board of Public Works for the years 1070 and 
1071* the SoubhsMe suffered in, 1070 from, heavy damages 
because of flood waters, the net- income .for the year was 
nearly one hundred eighty thousand dollars*^ fhe report for 
the next year listed nearly the same income as it had the 
year before* fhe company had purchased two engines and 
thirty^one freight cars.*
fhe- gross earnings of the Virginia and Tennessee for 
the year 107! were slightly over a million dollars while the 
net revenue- was about three hundred fifty thousand, fhe 
company that year bought seven new locomotives and fifty* 
three freight cars.^ fhe Norfolk and. Petersburg, net income 
was listed as $166,530 * 03
fhersby the old companies fell out of existence to 
th# new and brightly prospectively Atlantic, Mississippi and 
Ohio* fhia road, however, failed to prove itself successful* 
Mahone faced his first problem in. trying be secure sufficient
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subscriptions# fhe first annual report of the combined road
on April !#■ 1071, showed the road to be in good shape* During
the fiscal' year, much had been done to'promote the position
of the railroad# Over.three hundred thousand dollars m s
■ spent on repairs* In the fall of X87G, surveys, of the Virginia
and Kentucky extension were marked out by.the engineering
•party* and the prospects were good for .an early connection
with the leuisvilie. and BashvilXe Railroad*^
0ti March 20, 1071# the Virginia Assembly passed-a bill
which: provided for the sale of the staters, .railway stock at a
great sacrifice* ffeis whole issue had-been, closely associated
■with the debt question of. the state# Governor Walker favored
the measure to the limit and did all his offM# would permit
•Am getting the bill enacted* It was a bitterly fought, bill,.
the legro vote being the deciding factor to- its passage* It
ms. doubted as be whether this bill was for the- benefit of
the state* A good majority of the people resented’the bill,
feeling that * their e m o n  property had been bartered away**
By this act, a number of financial transactions took place
*
concerning the railroads of the state*- fhe Pennsylvania 
Railroad took' steps to gain possession of the staters inter* 
■eat in. the Richmond and Danville line -and the. Richmond and 
Petersburg: road* fhe Baltimore and Ohio also further 
strengthened its control over the Orange and Alexandria line*
. -fbis sale of stock went m  continuously until nothing was 
kept except the state *s investment In the Hi.etaQ.ad, 
Fredericksburg, • and Potomac Railroad*. which was never sold*^
to. the failure to get the money at home to invest in 
the new company* Mahone, in the smmaer- of XB?1, conferred with 
dotia. Collinson* m  English capitalist, regarding the ■ finane-*
_ ing of the road* fhe road needed a large loan to carry on. 
its'Works in ^ the proper fashion* to September 29 a formal 
'-agreement was worked out whereby a group of Xondon capita*-
; » » ' ' ‘ L '  ■ . y  U' ■• ■
.lists was- to loan the ■company' fifteen million dollars In 
.-return for fiffeyeftvo hundred bonis of the .Atlantic* 
-Mississippi and Ohio mmi* fhe guarantee for these bonds 
was- to be .the tangible and intangible property of .the road*.
In return Oollinson agreed to buy ninety-five hundred of 
the one thousand 7 per cent gold bonds of the company in 
quarterly payments*, up to October* lt?3* tolllnson at 
once went- to work to try to raise the money from M s  eon* 
corns in England* fhe sale of bonds at first went very 
weXX*^
the first full report- of the company be the Board of 
public Works was for the. year i$72*. fhe total capital of 
the road at that time was only a little ^ under #7*000,000 
with nearly #4,500,00 subscribed by the state* fhe total- 
cast of equipment- and construction of the combined lines was
$18,000,QOO* -the gross earnings ware close to #2,000,000 
with the net.income of 173-4,329.92* fhe,entire road ran a 
total of .408 miles, with 31 mile# of .double track, -and' 20 
mile# of branch lines* fhe rolling stock consisted of 78 
engines, 29 passenger, 18 baggage, and 868 freight ears# 
fhe ten directors of the company were? fhomes 1* Cerprew 
and E. 0# Taylor, of Horfolkf E* 8* Bolling, d. A#- Jotaaton, 
and B. B* Mellwaine, .of Petersburg; 0*. W* Statham and J* P* 
Slaughterr--of lynehburg; William Watts, Roanoke; dames A* 
Walker, of.Pulaski| and A* Fulkerson, of 'Washington County* 
Other officers in the company included d* I.# Cuthbert, 
Treasurer; 1* M# Osborne, Secretary; 1*. B. Forelock, Auditor; 
and Henry ..Fink, Superintendent. The principal offices of 
■■the company were located at lynchburg and Petersburg*^
Jy 1873 nothing definite ted been, don® b# construct 
,;ttet Virginia and Kentucky line. The responsibility was 
dpiieed on'.Mahon®, but he was not the sole- bearer of .the 
■'blame* He wanted, the' road to be' built in order to connect 
;-®ristoi- M t h  Memphis' by the way of lashville, instead of 
.bythe way of Knoxville .and Chattanooga. He -did all he 
could to push the road, but .he met*with no success* This 
route could also easily be .connected on to the Ohio- Sift1 
with Cincinnati and louisvilla,' and this, would make the 
■actual name, Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio, a reality*
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fee he was not financially able -to bull# this branch*^®
. The gross earnings of the -company for the year l$73l 
were .#2,193 *757# while the net income was .#914,035* This 
represented a small. increase over the previous year*- A 
large, amount of improvement m s  reported during the year*
All of the main route m s  ballasted with the exception of 
some thirty miles* Hew depots were constructed in several 
places* Six new locomotives had been purchased during the 
year, along with 5 passenger, 2 baggage,. and 147 freight cars. 
A total of -two- million dollars had been spent that year to 
■build, up the road*^
_ The financial "panic of 1873 affected this railroad, 
as wall, as the.rest of the'country* The crash-came on 
January 18, of that' year when Jay Cooke- and Company failed*
The road, being pushed to meet its obligations, had to cut 
down on all, expenditures* This led to a great reduction in 
'the■npmber of employees,, .and. salary cuts.-were necessary for 
those who- were* able to-, keep their, lobs* On January 1, 1874,
Mahone m s  unable to meet the road *-& Interest payments* He
\
suggested' that the Virginia .and Kentucky line should be 
abandoned .in order to-bring relief. Finally, the General 
Assembly Came to. the rescue and relieved- the road of this 
obligation* This abandonment made the people- of southwest 
Virginia angry toward Mahons and. his consolidation**^
0a October 18, 1874, the Atlantic, Mississippi and 
Obi© again failed to pay its semiannual interest due under 
the mortgage it had created. In April, 1875, the interest 
was -again in default* At that very time Mahone was in 
london trying to get more financial aid. He cam# back 
assured of help, but before long he learned that C ©Hinson 
and the British had failed him* The British, on March 14, 
1876,,. filed a bill of complaint against the railroad company, 
demanding the appointment of a receiver* This bill,, under 
the deed of September 9, I $70, was filed in the Circuit 
Court of. the United States for the Eastern District of 
Virginia*' The receiver, to be appointed, was to take account 
of -all liens and incumberan©es, and a sale of property, rights, 
and franchises, of the road. On June 6 the court appointed 
Charles L. Perkins of Hew fork and Major Henry Fink of lynch* 
burg as the receivers* Mahone was thus out of the picture, 
due mainly to the action. of the British creditors*^
Mahone at this time stepped, out of the life of the 
railroads in the state* But he will always.be remembered, 
as one of the first promoters of the Morfolk and Western 
system* The biographer of Mahon#, K* M* Blake, said?
^Mahone devoted himself wholeheartedly to the interests 
of the people for whom he labored and state in which he 
lived*11 It was indeed, *a great work, done by a great man,
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in a'great emergency,-**^1' -Taking everything in'consideration, 
I‘'think one-would have to agree- that M&hbne ^ was an able, mam* 
At times hie motives-in the -railroad' might be questionable, 
but his .efforts -throughout this period were responsible for 
, consolidating the railroad.
On..May -9, 1879,. the court decreed the sale of the 
property of this road. The topic of who was-to purchase- 
the•road -became an important one im all-railroad circles, 
finally« on February 10, -1881,- this road .with .all its 
property and franchises-was purchased-by Clarence H, Clark 
of Penrnsyl Vania- and his associates for'the. sum of $8;605,-000, 
subject-to liens and - Insmbsrances amounting to -#4>$98,.159*14 
■-whieh"-included the interest calculated to the., first day of 
__ ..January, ■ i$$l, The sale was confirmed by th®' court on April 
/4, and the new purchasers of- the company was authorised for 
: twonty^-five million dollars,- and a mortgage iixdebtness of 
"-eleven million' dollars was .allowed, George F, -Tyler was 
fleeted president of the company, 'He held this position- 
;-until 1883 and was: succeeded. by Fredrick J* Kimball,^'
On May 9, 1$$2, this ..new company-added the seventy* 
four mile, 'Hew liver Branch line to- reach the newly" developed 
\ .coal mines - located:near Pocahontas, in fasewell County, This 
', .-''was accomplished by annexing the Hew liver Railroad Company 
of Virginia, the Hew liver Bailroad Company of West Virginia,
mand the Bast River' Railroad Company of West Virginia*-^ -This 
.division, was opened-the. month of purchase, and the first 
.shipment. Of coal was moved the. following month* Also during 
this .period, a . f ifty-four mile road to the Cripple -Creek Iron 
.Works in Pulaski, Wythe, and Smyth Counties, was begun* In 
1$$£ tlie.Worfollc and Western- got. control of the Shenandoah 
: Valley' Railroad Company*^
fear- by year the railroad continued to push forward 
toward the Ohio River.region* first it, extended .into West 
.Virginia, then to Ironton, Ohio and to Cincinnati. .The 
' obligations incurred to- accomplish this, achievement had been 
.great, and the financial situation of the railroad„was:in . 
bad shape* During 1$93 and I$94, the nation suffered another 
'depression, which greatly affected railroad, traffic.* .lata in 
18f4,- it was.apparent that the road would not ha able to 
meet properly all of .its obligations* Kimball, in order to 
protect the road:,s creditors# •aslced .the court to appoint a 
■.receiver,'- to'that all the creditors might be equally pro** 
-tested* The 'result of this was .that Kimball, and Fink, were 
..named as receivers* The..railroad was now on a-good, footing 
as the demands-for the high quality of coals produced along 
their line were '.great* In 1,896, the company was organised 
-again as the Worfelk and Western Railway Company. Fink was 
named the new president and remained in this post until 1902*^
From- 1891 to 1902 this-'road secured its- main line from 
Norfolk to Columbus, Ohio* This Included.outlets to Durham 
and Winston-Salem, Worth Carolina; to the Louisville and 
Washville Railroad; and-to.the coal producing area of Morton 
ia Wise County* .After thia the. 2,l35*mile overworked road, 
was" faced with the problem of reconstruction and rebuilding*^ 
But the real importance of the. fiorfolk and Western was estab­
lished, and it was -to continue to grow* The immediate past 
president of the road, Mr* Robert H* Smith, well summed it 
up by the following:
When you consider that the weak, physically, 
broken and improvlshed property that fell to the 
, managership -of William Mahone at. the, close of the 
Civil War,•had become in 194$, a railroad with 
the largest number of, freight.cars per mile of 
line per day, and. the highest average ton per 
miles' per freight train hour of any American, 
railroad a thousand miles' or longer, I think 
you have to admit that they did a pretty good 
j0l*^
The dream of the MyO-ls was realised when the people 
of the state got their railroad* it did, not come without m 
struggle, yet its results were such'’that any Virginian 
should be- proud of the labors of their forefathers who laid 
.the basis for the great Norfolk and Western system*
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